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The meeting was called to order at 3.10 p.m.

THE SI'l'UATION IN KMPUCHEA

(a) RER>RT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL (A/43/730)

(b) DRAFT RESOWTION (A/43/L.12)

(c) REIORT OF THE FIFTH OOMMITTEE (A/43/766)

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): I should like to remind

representatives that, in accordance vi th the decision taken this Morning, the list
of speakers in the debate on this item will be cl~ed today at 4 p.m. I request
those representatives wiahin9 to participate in the debate to inscribe their names
as soon as possible.

Hr. ZACIMANN (German Democratic Republic): The current pnsitive trends

in international relations undoubtedly have & favourable impact on the deepening of
the pcocess of detente and the peaceful settlement of controversial issues. Every
effort should be exerted now to make the ini tiatea turn for the better irreversible
world-wide. In thi9 endeavour great importance attaches to what is being done to
remcwe the sources of tension and hotbeds of conflict which are straining the
international atmosphere and endangering peace around the world.

The German DellOcratic Republic lftdvocates the resolving of disputes, however
COl'llplicated they may be, and the settling of conflicts, rEgardless of their gravity

and duration, at the negotiating table. '!bday, constructive dialogue and the joint
aearch for W!3YS of making peace secure reflect responsible political conduct. The
United Nations is actively irwolved in this process.

We are convinced that the problems in the South-East Asian region als~ can be
solved by exclusively peacefUl means if all the parties involved muster the
requiaite political will. As we are aware, the situation around Kanpuchea, caused

by certain forces, has for years exercised a negative influence on developments in
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the region and beyond. That conflict ha~ strained peace and security in Asia as

the United Nations on this agendc:: item have not in any way helped to relax tensions

~ell as r~lations between r.~ny States. The debates held and resolutions adopted at

(Mr. Zachmann, German
Democra tic Republic)
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in SOuth-East Asia.

Since last year there has been n~vement on the question of Kampuchea, notably
th~nks to the policy of national reconciliation proclaimed by the People's Republic
of Karnpuchea. That course, the constructive policy of the States of Indo-China and
the realistic attitude of other sides directly or indirectly involved in the
conflict have begun to bear fruit. The informal meeting held in Bagor last JulYf
for the holding and results of which Indonesia and Foreign Minister Ali Alatas had
exerted great and welcome efforts, was a major step on the way to a political
solution of the question of Kampuchea. It was noted with satisfaction that the
parties to the conflict concurred in the need for a political solution. At the
same time the meeting made a contribution to the continued growth of dialogue in
the region with a ,dew to introducing such measures as would take account of the

All this could also lend fresh momentum to efforts to establish a

normalization of the situation in South-E~st ~sia.

the Asian-Pacific region.

$ ',0 :.. e': '

peace, freedom and neutrality.

The German Democratic Republic hails and supports this trend, which is in full
harmonY'with the interests of all peoples of SOuth-East Asia and th~ir endeavour to

nuclear-weapon-free zone in Sou th-Eaat As ie! and '1:0 turn tha t regioll into a zone of

vital interests of the Kampuchean people and all its nei9hbours and serve the

settlement of that problem will have Cl salutary effect on the overall situation in

achieve peace, stability and co-operation in the regien. Eventually a peaceful

-
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Kampuchea.

Several States have put forward constructive proposals and undertaken useful

allowed to occur in the process of settling the situation that has arisen around

(Mr. zachmann, German
Democratic Republic)
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we consider it imperative to refra in from any action that might jeopardize thelaboriously achieved commencement of negotiations. No interruptions must be

EH/AP

activities on this issue. Special mention should be made of the decisi"," of the
Governmento of the SOcialist :Republic of Viet Nam and the People's Republic of
Kampuchea on the wi thdrawal from Kampuchea during the remainder of this year of
50,000 Vietnamese volunteers and on their complete pull-out by 1990 at the latest.

However, the vi thdrawal of the Vietnamese forces must be accanpanied by measures to
prevent the re-establishment of the Pol Pot regime and by the cessation of foreign
aid to the Pol Pot grouping.

Worthy of attention are the pr inciples on ways of resolving the Kanpuchea
problem by peaceful means, introduced into the discussion on behalf of the People's
Republic of Kampuchea by Chairman Hun sen on 25 July 1988. Those pr inciples have
the full backing of my delegation. Likewise, my country welcomes the most recentactivities of the Non-Aligned Movement tu ensure the continued pursuit of the
process of resolving the question of Kampuchea and, beyond that, to secure peace in
Sout.~-East Asia.

1
t" •__ ", • .0 ••• • '" - -
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stimulated by the United Nations, which should use its extensive potential to this

end. This means, in the first place, that the debate we are conducting here and

A settlement of the Kampuchean problem by political means should also be

(Mr. Zachmann, German
Del1W:)cra tic Republi<!)
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the draft resolution to be adopted on this a~nda item must be adapted to the new

needs, the changed candi tions and the hopes of the PeOples of Sou tb-East As ia ~ in
other words, account must be taken of the situation as it really is. More than

ever before, what is needed now in dealing .with this agenda item is readiness for
dialogue, constructiveness and a sense of realism. This would be in the interest

of the Kampuchean people and all Sta tes in the region and in the interest of peace

and understanding around the wer Id.

Deplorably, draft resolution A/43/L.12, submitted for adoption by the General
Assembly, does not as yet reflect the spirit of dialogue and co-operation as it was
manifested at the informal meeting in Bogor. Unwarra"';ed reproofs are being

reiterated, and again the attempt is made to impose the views of one side on the
other. The German Democratic Republic, therefore, regrets that it is unable to

support that draft resolution.

What it will continue to back, however, is all initiatives and constructive

efforts that seek to achieve a political solution acceptable to all sides. The
German Democratic Republic is ready to join in this search to the best of its
ability. It hopes that in the near future conditions will emerge under which a
consensus among the international community will be found on this issue also.

Hr. BEIDNOOOV (Union of Soviet socialist Republics) (interpreta tion from
Russian): Many delegations speak ing at this session have noted that movement

towards settlement of certain conflict situations is symptomatic of the present
international situation. Exper ience accumulated by the inter national conunun ity
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constructive, mutually acceptable solut.ions to all aspects of the dispute.

of ensuring a balance of the interests of all sides and on a search for

long-standing, must be dealt with by a political settlement based on the principle

(Mr. Belonogov, USSR)
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This is fully applicable to the Kampuchean problem. The Soviet Union shares

attests to the fact that existing conflicts, even the most canplicated and

BHS/edd

the concern of the international community regarding the continuing unsettled
si tua tion around Kampuchea • We are conv inced tha t th is confHe t canno t be resolved

~rough confrontation. We have to seek non-confrontational approaches in keeping

"i th the basic interests of the Kampuchean people and the need to ensure the
security and peaceful, independent development of all States in the region. we are
profoundly convinQed that a just settlement is possible on this basis.

This year there have been some positive developments in the situation in

South-East Asia resulting from the efforts of the countries of Indo-China,

Indonesia and other members of the Association of South-East Asian Nations

(ASEAN). We regard these as the product of the growing understanding by the

countr iea of the region that the Karrpuchean problem can and must be solved

excluaively by peaceful means by the Kampuchean people itself, on the basis of
national reconciliation and through negotiations between all the parties involved
in the conflict. The unfolding processes give us hope that the countries of

South-East Asia will be able to find a solution to the question of Kampuchea and

r'!lated questions which wUl meet the interests of the Kampuchean people and of

peace and stability in that part of Asia.

The informal meeting of the parties concerned in Jakarta this summer was a
major: event of the year. The proposals advanced at the meeting by the delegation
of the People's Republic of Ka~uchell are extremely important as they embody a
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South-East Asia and at establishing .relations of peace and co-operation in ~~e

f'exible and constructive and are aimed at eliminating confronation and tensions in

(Hr. Be lonogov, USSR)

concrete progralllle. foe unblocking the situation. around the coWltry. The

initiatives put forward at the Meting by the Lao People's Democratic Republic are

-
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region.

The Jakarta meeting was speciitl and rGpresented a sort of psychological

breakthrough· in that the representatives of the four Kampudlean parties 98 tbered
together for the ·first time, thus setting in motion a direct dialogue for the

purpose of work ing cut nu tually acceptable compcomises and crea ting the condi tions
for the solution of the internal problems of KalllPUchea by the KalllPUchean people

themselves. The work ing group set up at the meeting held a session recently and

preparations were made for ~other Jakarta meeting in the near future. In our

viet'l, all these steps are in the right direction. The Scwiet Union welcolles the
process initiated in Jakarta and considersit to be the developnent of regional

dialogue designed to find solutions that meet the aspirations of the Kampuchean
people and promote the normalization of the situation in South-East Asia.

We regard the meetings between Hun Sen and Norodcm Sihanouk as part of the
consistent implementation of the policy of national reconciliation in Kanpucheli and

hope that the resultant po6itive changes in favour of bringing the positions of the
sides closer together w111 be consolidated at another meeting which is to b8CJin, as
announced, in a few days' time in Paris.

In this context, it is particularly important to encourage the tendency

towards realilm to gain str~ngth, and to support 4tfforts to restore peace and
achieve national reconciliation in Kampuchea. In so doing we must avoid actions

and ste!'38 that could frustrate the unfolding ~oce8s of harmonizing the interesta
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(Mr. Be lonogov, US SR)

of the KaIIp.acht!an parties and the other States concerned. we Bluat take every

opportunity to exPttnd the area of understanding and collJlOn ground with regard to

the Kallpuchean problell.

We knew that the informal meeting in Jakarta resulted in an understanding that

the "'i thdrawal of Vietnamese troops frOll K_put',ea, the prevention of the

recurrence in the future of the genocidal policies and practices of the Pol Pet

regime, alld the cessation of foreign intervention in the internal affa irs of

KalllpUchea are the key interrelated points in solVing the KafllPUchean problem.
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In the past few years, several partial withdrawals of Vietnamese troops from

Kampuchea have been effected. Last May the Government of tha Socialist Republic of

Bcr/jh
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(Hr. Belonogov, USSR)

Viet Nam and the GO\'ernment of the People' s Republic of Kampuchea declared the ir

decision to withdraw 50,000 Vietnamese troops from Kampuchea by 1988 - in other

words, ale half of the mili tally contingent of the SOcialist Republic of Viet Nam
that is deployed in that country. The relevant statement on the matter said that,
in the monitoring of the tlartial withdrawal this year, Viet Nam and Kampuchea would

welcome the participation of representatives of Governments and international

organizations and all others having an interes.'; in the Kampuchean problem. That

decision is a major constructive contribution to the settlement of the conflict and

the normalization of the situation in South-East Asia. It is obvious that the

underlying motive of the decision is concern for the true interests of the

Kampuchean people and regard for the balance of interests of all Sta tes in the

region. Thus, the Government of Viet Nam has been consistently implementing its

stated intent to li>]i thdraw all Vietnamese troops from Kampuchea by 1990.

We should like to hope that this step will be duly noted by all who sincerely

wish to settle the conflict. There can also be no doubt that this ini~iative

creates conditions favourable to the further development of the dialogue between

all Kampuchean parties.

However, the withdrawal of Vietnamese troops is but a c.ompon~nt of a solution

to the Kampuchean problem. Its other aspect is the barring of the Pol Pot group

from regaining power in Kampuchea; this acquires special significance in the

present conditions. 'this question has recently been in the focus of the attention
of the world community, which is increasingly concerned over the possibility that

the genocide regime may be restored in Kampuchea. Mankind cannot and will not

allow the reappearance in Kampuchea of new "killing fields". The inclusion in the
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draft resolution on Kampuehea of the provision regarding the non-return in that
country of the uni\'ersally condellned policies and practices of the recent past is a

BCl'/jh A/43/PV.43
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(Hr. Be lonogov, USSR)

reflection of that concern.

The evolution of events in South-East Asia has made it possible for the

Secretary-Gen~ral to note in his report on the work of the Organization that

"the prospects for peace in South-East Asia have also improved, through the

initiation of a dialogue between the Kampuchean parties and other concerned

countries". (A/43/l, p. 3)

We support that point ef view and share the hope expressed by the Secretary-General
that

"concrete progress will soon be achieved on the main substantive issues·.

(~.)

We welcome the constructive efforts of the Secretary-General and his

Aepte.sentative to prollDte the dialogue Clnd the search for poU tical solu tions to

problems affecting SOuth-East Asia. we also hope that the increased participation

of the Movement of No~Aligned Countries in prollOting the Karnpuchean settlement -
participation that was manifested in the establishment of the Committee on

Kampuchea - will have a posi tive effect on the situa tion around Kampu ch ea •

It is worth giving some thougM: to the idea of convenin9 an international
conference on the drawing up of gu;;.\: ~\lteea to implement the agreements achieved and
ensure the national independence of Kampuchea and peace in South-East Asia.

we welcome the fact that the new, positive trends in the development of the

situation around Kampuchea have been teflected to a certain degree in the draft

resolution submitted to this session of the Assembly. At the same time, we are
disappointed that the te;.;t stUl contains confrontational and biased provisions

that do not permit us to agree wi th the draft resolution as a whole. It would be
Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library



speedy ter.ination of the confl iet, acbpted the line of strengthening and promoting

(Hr. Belonogov, USSR)

uaaful if the Gel'ler~l Asselllbly, acti"9 in the spirit of nutual interest in the

ecr/jh
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those positive and rational developments that have emerged in the situation in

South-East Asia.

The Sovi~t Union, in its turn, has already stated at the highest level that it

will be prepared to do all it can to promote solutions to the Kampucllean problem
and to take put, along -.,ith other permanent members of the Security Council, in

the guaranteeing of agreements that may be reached by the Kamp,." ' -.lan parties.

~f reallslI and foresight are exercised in practice, it will be possible, in

our view, to bring closer the day when the Kampuchean problem will be referred to

only in the past tense. The task is to consolidate positive ulements in the search

for a Kampuchean settlement, to permit the development of new think ing and

non-confrontationalism, which are increasingly making their way into the system of

international relations and becoming realities of the day.

Mr. TEEHANKEE (Philippines): You are presiding, Sir, over the

forty-third session of the General Assemly at a time of renewed hope. There is

indeed reason to nurture the hope that the vision which the founders of the United

Ha~ions had of a better and wiser world, shelte~ed from the scourge of war, may yet

be fulfilled. There is a global warming of the political climate, bringing with it

the light and favourable winds that have helped the secretary-General - to borrow

his IMltaphor - .steer the small boat in which all the peoples of the Earth are

gathered closer to shore. As he aptly descdbed it in his report of last septelfber
on the work of the Organization, the vessel, with careful and patient navigation,

has coma within sight of large sections of the shore of peace.

In the same report, however, we are cautioned against. falling into complacency

about troubled regions where dark clouds of danger stUl loom ovezo the horizon.
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prebl_s do not permit, of easy solutions. Per8everance through genuine dialQ9ue

(!!!:. 'leehankee, Philippines)

RIch re.ins to be dane, though the first step .y have been taken. CClllplex

A/4J/PV.43
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OC1'/jh

and negotiation, COupled wi th the poll tic:al will Md deterlllinatim to forge ahead

despite seemingly intractable difficulties, is needed as parties in conflict

traverse the arduous, and SOIlle tilles narrow, pa th to peace.
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(Mr. 'leehank". Philippines»

In SOUth-Bast Asia, the General Asselllbly is called upon to deal wi th ane such

MLG/eM A/43/PV.43
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situation, a tragedy - that of the bll!puchean nation and the Kh_r people.. ~n

Decemer 1978, fore1gn arraed forces, under the guiee oL liberation troops, invaded
and occupied Ka1llpUchea, in violatio~ of ,.,ternational law and the Charter of the

United Nations. The noble principles of respect for the national independence,
sovereignty and terdtorial integrity of States, non-intervention in their internal

affa irs, non-recourse to the threat ex use of force and the peaceful settleaent of
disputes were traapled upon as th~ foreign at_d troops marched in and took over
the capi tal of Phnoa Penh.

The foreign occupation troops came and they stayed. They set up a regillle of
people who would enforce their rule, and norlllalcy never returned to Kampuche~.

'lbdmy, nearly a decade later, hostilities continue between the bL,llve Kampudleans
fighting to free their country, under their acknowledged leader,

5a1lldech Norodom Sihanouk, and the foreign forces and their installed regime. The

struggle goes on. The guns have not yet fallen silent.

As in every conflict, innocent civilians are not spared. Kampuche~ns,

numbering hundreds of thousands, fled hearth and home. The camps along the
Thai-Kampuchean bor&!r, which have been set up through the generosity of Thailand
and the compassion and understanding of the com~unity of nations, and on whom the
Kanlpuchoans have been compelled to depend for their daily survival, serve as sad

reminders that the problem of Kampuchea is still unresolved. The IIlJch-~wai ted day

when the Khmer people can return to their country in safety and t'ebuild their

shattered lives has not yet COllie.

It is for this reason that the General ASSf!lIbly is once again meeting to
consider the situation in KUlpuchea. That is why the Association of south-East
Asian Nations (ASEAN) has once again initiated a draft resolution, revised,Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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determina tion t? see freedom restored to that land. This resolve of the

(Mr. Teehankee, Phi! ieE.!"~)
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~litical solution of the Kampuchean question. These elements have come to assume

Y such participation, co-operation and dialogue.

larHes directly involved and other concerned countries. All came - the four

There are also new elements which are deemed nf~(..-essary for a comprehensive

One significant develoL~ent was the Jakarta Informal Meeting (JIM), held last

ampuchean factions, Viet Nam, Laos and we, the ASEAN countries. We were heartened

)eace for Kampuchea under the principles of the United Nations Charter.

forces from that once gentle land. It calls for the restora tion and preservation

rovideQ the framework for informal discussions for the first time among the

international c~mmunity now bears witness to the unfolding of events that have

"1l1y. It was a significant breakthrough in the decade-long conflict, for it

intervention and occupation, and calls for the complete withdrawal of a.l £oreign

Each year since 1979, the General Assembly has adopt~d by an ever-increasing

Ad Hoc Committee, as well as others, in the quest for a comprehensive political

jraft resolution under debate and provide for measures that would br ing lasting

interfere or intervene in the internal affairs of Kampuchea. It encourages the

majority the draft resolutions on Kampuchea. The international community has never

neutral and non-aligned status. It reaffirms the sacred and inviolable right of
the Kampuchean people to determine their OWl"c destiny. It urges all States not to

efforts of the Secretary-General, the International Confe!rence on Kampuchea and its

settlement of the Kampuchean problem.

accepted the foreign armed occupation of Kampuchea. It hi'ls not wavered in its

but Whose thrust remains unchanc~d. It deplores the continued foreign ar~ed

given rise to other valid concerns. Revisions have thus been made to upClate t.'le

of Kampuchea's independence, so,'ereignty and territorial integrity, as well as its

MLG/edd
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Philippines welcomed, of a timetable for the withdrawal of all its armed forces

frolll Kampuchea by DecenDer 1989 or, at the latest, during the fi~st quarter of

grHtlllr l':elevance as announcements were made by Viet Ham at the JIM, which the

A/43/PV.43
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(~ Teehankee, Philippines)

~------------_.-

MLG/edd

1990. The new elements incorporated in this year's draft resolution include the
effective international fmpervision of the wi thdrawal of all foreign forces, the
creation of an interim administering authority, the promotion of national

reconciliation among all Kampucllean factions, and the no~return to the universally
condemned policies and practices of the recent past. It is important that

Kallpuchea should not be abandoned by the international community. Chaos must not
befall Kampuchea if and when the withdrawal of all foreign armed forces become~ a
reality.

Thus, as clarified in the ASEAN explanatory note on the draft resolution

regarding the question, circulated as document 1\/43/733 on 21 O::tober, such

wihdrawal of all foreign forces should be under effective international supervision

and control. The primary obj-,ct is the promotion of national reconciliation among

all Kampucheans. The note stresses that:

Kampuchea, including the atrocities committed between 1975 and 1978" - the

exclude any of the Kampuchean factions would be disastrous as it would mean

a process of national reconciliation among all the Kampuchean factions. To

Er
,0 _ •• ' , .......,....-- •• ~l ...

-to all universally condemned policies and practices of a recent past in

past,·

·Following the conflict, it is evident that peace can only come about through

·no~return to the universally condemned ~olicies and practices of a recent

which, the note explains, equally refer s

the prolongation of the conflict. It (A/4)/13], para. 4 (c) (iv»

The resolution provides for effective guarantees providing for the:

-
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then." (A/43/7)), para. 4 (c) (v»

The Kampuchean conflict ~~nstitutes a serious obstacle to peace and stability
in SOuth-East Asia. It has hindered the full development of mutually beneficial

(Mr. Teehankee, Philippines)
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genocidal policies - "and all other human rights violations committed since

MOO/edd

relations between Viet Nam, Laos and ASEAN, and the rest of the international

commurity. That is why we in ASEAN have continued, under the aegis of the United
Ha tions, to per sevare in our effor ts in the cOl1lllon ques t for peace in Kampuchea.
The overwhelming support of the international community each year continues to
provide us with the impetus to overcome the difficulties which come with the
complex issues. This year, encouraged by the recent developments just referred to,
we remain determined to see a just and lasting solution to the issue of Kampuchea.
We remain firm in our resolve to help bring peace to Kampuchea and to SOuth-East
Asia, a region which has been in turmoil for ~nerations.

we believe that with perseverance, genuine dialogue and unfailing
co-operation, and the firm resolve of the General Assembly, a resounding vote may
finally bring about the peace desired by all.

At the end of the Viet Nam war in 1975~ ASEAN extended its hand of friendship
to neighbouring Viet Nam, whose generations, during their own long valiant struggle
for liberation, freedom and unification, lived from day to day and never knew what
it was to live without being at war. we were full of hope that peace and
prosperity would at lonq last come to South-East Asia. That hand of friendship

still reaches out., for we are all in that same vessel navigated by the
Secretary-General, pursuing the path to a better world. We all stand to banefit
when it finally casts anchor on the not-too-distant shore of peace •

.. ' -" .' ,'-: ., .... . ." ."- ",' .~•
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Mr. Son sann, Hr. Khieu samphan and others, ""ith the aim of finding grounds for

delegation of zaire: first, that the Kampuchean people are determined to begin a

examination of the situation in KMlP1ch~a calls for two major comments from the

-• l ._-
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Hr. BAGBaU ADErro NZENGEYA (uire) (int~rpretation from French): our

NR/jh

dialog~e amc~g all the political factions tepresent~d by Samdeck Norod~n Sihanouk,

understanding and reconciliation among themJ and, secondly, that there is no
specific timetable for the total withdri'wal of Vietnamese forces from ta'lat country.

The recent thaw in the internatiooal situation, t.'lanks to the! settlement of
many conflicts throughout the world, seems to be affecting the situ~tion in
Kampuchea, as we note from the Jakarta Informal Me~ting held in Bogor from 25 t.o
28 July 1988, although we cannot see any cause for immediate optimism as a result.

In fact, as the report of the Secretary-General indicates c on 1 OCtober 1988
there were some 292,000 Kampucheans in the evacuation sites along the

Thai-Kampuchean border still und~r the care of the United Nations Border Relief
Operation. The many violent crimes committed in those evacuation sites remain a

major concern for the internaticmal community. Likewise, the large numer of
Vietnamese forces that have been occupying Democratic Kampuch~a tor almost 10 years

• • i ",. ......., .. . . , '" .

the credentials of the delegation of camocratic Kampucnea.

of the United Nations, has never been recognized by the international community, as

of the unspeakable devastation and suffering they inflict on the peaceful

now has finally aroused the indignation of the international community, as a result

popula tions of Dem:)cra tic Kampu chea •

The regime of Heng samr in, installed by those Vietnamese forces two months

we can see from the vote in the plenary Assembly on 25 OCtober last in favour of

after their invasion of that independent, neutral and non-aligned State, a Meniler

-
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At a time when the Sovi~t forcas are being withdrawn from Afghanistan,

reconciliation amon9 all tha political factions in that oountry.

withdrawal of ~ll its forces from Kampuche~, with the aim of fostering national

A/43/PV.43
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(Hr. Bagbeni Adeito Nzengeya» Zaire)
Those foreign forces have de pr ived the people of Kampuchea of their right to

Viet Nam s:lould follow the example of that act of goodwill and order the immediate

continue to threaten peace, secutit1 and st~bility in SOuth-East Asia.

self-determination, have brought ruin on the nation and people of Kampuchea and

The Provisional Quadripartite Government alone will be entrusted with
orgP.nizing direct and free general elections under international supervision to
elect a constituent assembly which will prepare a new constitutio~ for that
country. It is only after such an agreement that an international conference to
guarantee the independence, neutrality and territorial integrity of Kampuchea will
be convened, in which all the countries concerned in the conflict, the five
permanent members of the Security Council and the SecretaryaGeneral of the United
Nations will plllrticiplte.

•

Therefore my delegation considers that the main factors in any just and
lasting settlement of the problem of Kampuchea are as follows: first, the
immedbte and total withdrawal of all the Vietnamese forces from Kanrpuchea under
eff.ective international supervision and control~ seoondly, the restoration andpreservation of the independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of that
country, that is to say, the right of the KamPJchean people to decide their own
future~ and, thirdly, the commitment by all States not to interfere or to intervene
in the internal affairs of Democratic Ramp.1chea.

The promotion of national reconciliation among all Kampucheans, under the
enlighted leadership of Samdeck Norodom Sihanouk, should be encouraged by all
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With regard to the new initiatives set forth in draft resolution A/43/L.12,

Member States of our Organization, both before and after the withdrawal of foreign
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concerning, on the one hand, the establishment of an interim adminisi ter ing

authority and, on the other, the establishn1ent of the condition that there will be

no return to the universally condemed policies and practices of the recent past,
~ delegation wishes to stress that they are certainly relevant to the present

phase of consul ta tions now under way but tha t we can in no case link them wi th the
total and unconditional withdrawal of foreign forces from that country, in view of
the fact that those are internal issues that are subject to the scwereignty of that
country and will be dealt with after the evacuation of the Vietnamese troops.

That is the attitude that lies behind the affirmative vote that my delega tio"

will cast on this draft resolution, although we feel we cannot entirely support

these two new proposals, for the reasons I have just mentioned.

In the light of the talks that the Special Representative of the United

Nations secretary-General, Rafeeuddin Ahmed, has held with various authorities in
South-East Asia, the Secretary-General has made some constructive suggestions with

the aim of facilitating the preparation of a framework for the overall political

settlement of the problem. He has co-ordinated the humanitar ian assistance for the

Kampuchean people. He has established a training programme for 2,000 teachers and
teacher trainers, and he has instructed the specialized agencies of the United

Nations, such as UNICEF, the World Food Programme, the Unitec'J Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees, the FOod and Agriculture Organization of the United

Nations and the International Committee of the Red Cross to ensure the greater part

_ .._------------------~----~
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of the humanitarian relief assistance in Kampuchea in the areas of food-crop

production, irrigation, health services and the resettlement of the population.

The signs of movement to be discerned in the ~on9ultations among the various

Kampuchean parties and the other countries concerned in this conflict should lead

us to believe that the situation of prolonged and sterUe confrontation is at the

point of being replaced by a conprehensive political settlement plan that would be

comp!~ible with the purposes and principles of the united Nations Charter. That is

what peace in Kanpuc:hea requires.
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Mr. TILLE'l'T (Belize): Ten years ago one of the greatest tragedies in the

11fe of SOUth-East Asia occurred. The s0\7erign independent nation of Rampuchea vas

brutally assaulted, invllded and occupied by a sister State. By this universally

conde.,ed action Viet Nc... isolated itself from the international COfIlRunity, assume.'!

an unbearable econOllic burden on its own people, tarnished the significance of its

own victorious suu9g1& for freedoll, and violated six of the seven principles of

the United Nations Charter recorded in ChaptQX' I, Article 2.

Fer the past nine years the Anemly has urged Viet Nam to adhere to the

pr1nciplu of our Charter which, by virtue of its membership, it is coIMitted to

uphold.. Belize has been 1n the forefront of co-sponsorlng and supporting these

resolutions, vhich noognize the invasion and occupation by V1etna.se troops as

the probl(!!I and call for their vi thdreval as the solution, and ve ccntinue to

support such resolutions.

In this regard, I !lust expres8 IIY dehgatien's appreciation to the States

_ellbers of the Association of SOUth-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) for their consistent

and per.istent pursuit of a solution to this prableJl. Year after year these States

have provided the leadership on this issue, which has successfully piloted draft

rucluUons through the Assembly and protected the r 19hts of th~ people of

laJlpuchea, ensuring the. of the support of the international COIIlJRunity. Fer

challlPion iog the cause of the people of KalllPuchea, the Asselllbly owes the Sta tes

_e••• of ASBAN a debt of gratitude.

My delegation also wishes to express our appreciation to the secretary~neual

and his staff for their COIIJIitlllent to a ro.olutio."'l of the situation in I_puchea.

The Secretary-General's report (A/43/730) conveys very olearly the continuous

efforts of the Secretary-General and his staff; and my delegation urges them to

continue in their endeavour to bring peace to the region •

.,
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guard against the danger of transposing positive developments in one arena and

Kampuchea must be ci ted for its outstanding work in seeking a resolution of the

(Hr. Tillett, Belize)
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we aloo believe that the Ad Hoc Committee of the International Conference on

peace and co-operation, in an atmosphere of hope. In such a euphoric state we !lust

The forty-third session of the General Assembly opened in an atmosphere of

forcing them to fit into another. we must be constantly aware that peace does not
come by osmosis. It is the decision of Gover nments that brings peace and Viet Nail
does not yet appear to be ready to make that peaceful decision.

While, as the Secretary-General's report points out, a process of dialQ9ue hu
been initiated, my delegation has no evidence that the occupying forces are
preparing to leave Kampuchea. The gune of war are still blazing away in
Kampuchea. The occupying fOJ:'ces are still destroying t:he Mt~.;Xl, and the invading
nation still shows no remorse for its actions.

The Assembly must continue to make its voice heard loud and clear. we must
contlnue.to point out that the issue here is the universally condemned policies and
practices of the invading State and the occupying forces. we ml.l8t continue to
uphold the 1'ight of the people of Kampuchea to be free from external 8ggression and
to exercise their sovereignty and independence, assured of non-intervention and
non-interference in their internal affairs.

Over the past few years we have come to understand, and the General AsSetlbly
has adopted, what are considered to be the ccnponei1t:s of a lasting settlellent in
Kampuchea. In this regard, I wish to quote from paragraph 12 of the report of tbe
Ad Hoc Committee of the International Conference on K_puchea on its activities
during 1987 and 1988, which states, inter alia:
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Kampuc:hean problem must be based on ths following principles: the withdrawal

-The mission expressed the view that a just and lasting settlement of the

the Kampuchean people to determine their own destiny and the establishment of

(Mr. Tt llett, Be Uz.!)
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a non-aligned and neutral Kampuchea. It also reiteri!ted the conviction tha~

of all foreign forces from Kampuchea, national reconciliation, the right of

JSM,!AP..

such a settlement should take into account the legitimate security concerns of
the states in the region, including a commitment by all States to

non-interference and non-intervention in the int~rnal affairs of Kampuchea.-

(A/CDNF.109/13, para. 12)

The 8ecretary-General's report on the situation in Kanp1chea also states,

inter alia, that the General Assembly:

"'also reiterated its conviction that the withdrawal of all foreign forces from

Kampuchea, the restoration and preservation of its independence, sovereignty

and ter ritor lal integr ity, the right of the Kampuchean people to determine

their own destiny and the commitment by all States to non-interference and

non-intervention in the internal affairs of Kampuchea were the principle

canponen ts of any just and las ting resolu tion of the Kampuchean problem.-

(A/43/730, para. 2)

My delegation is of the view that the abOl1e-mentioned reports contain the

necessary components of a just and lasting settlement of the Kampuchean problem.

Furthermor~, when my delegation speaks of all foreign forces or all occupying

forces in Kampuchea, we mean both the mili tary and the civil ian forces - 1111 must
be withdrawn. *

ttMr. Moushoutas (Cyprus) Vi~-President, took the Chair.
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If the Gener~l AssenOly is to convey to Viet Nam and other nations that

During these 10 years we have seen raw aggression to promote foreign policy.

(Mc 0 TiHett, Belizo)
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invasion of another country is not profitable, we must insist on making invasion

JSM.,h\P

Viet Nam has used its illegal occupation of Kampuchea to transfer many of its own
citizens to Kampuchea. One astifllate puts it at approximately one million

Vietnamese citbens now liVing in Kampuchea. These Vietnamese have displaced

Kampucheans in their jobs and on their land and would form the proverbial Trojan

horse in Kampuchea if they were allowed to stay. We believe they form a potent
civilian foreign occupying force which will interfere and intervene in the internal

affairs of Kampuchea. The civilian forces of Viet Nam must accompany the military
forces in their simultaneou,g and immediate withdrawal.

Ten years have now gone by since this great tragedy in Kampuchea. The

Kampuchean people have held their heads high in the struggle to be free. They have
looked to us for support in their struggle and support of the principles of the
United Nations Charter on their behalf. For 10 years the Assembly has held high
the rights of the Kampuchean people. We have not grown weary of the problem. We
have made it clear that the issue in Kampuchea is the invas ion and occupa tion by

foreign troops. Another issue in W<ampuche21 is the right of a sovereign,

independent, non-aligned Kampuchean people to decide for themselves.

Finally, Goldswor thy Dick inson once wrote:

"TO the man who has the religion of peace, the supreme value is love. TO the

man who has the religion of war, the supreme value is strife."

My delegation urges the SOcialist Republic of Viet Ham to demonstrate to the

General AssenOly and to the world community at large that it has the religion of
peace.
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Mr. KAMAL (Pakistan): Ten years ago the people of Ka~uchea becarl~ the
victims of a colossal tragedy when, in contravention of the purposes and principlesof the Charter and all recognized nocms of inter-State conduct, their country was
invaded by Vietnamese forces, trampling its sovereignty, its territorial integrity
and its national independeilce. A decade has now elapsed without the return of
peace and tranquillity to that tormented land. As the foreign military occupation
of Kampuchea continues, so does the suffering of its patriotic people, who have
ever since waged a ceaseless struggle to regain their independence.

Those who had harboured the illusion that the Phnom Penh regime, bolstered and
sustained by foreign forces, would improve the situation in Kampuchea were g~avely
mis~ken. The wounds infl icted on Ka~ucl1ea continue to fester, its people remain
deprived of their national E'ights, and peace and security in the region remain
threatened. The repeated condemnation of the Vietnamese aggression aga inst
Kampudlea by the overwhelming majority of the international community should make
it abundantly clear that armed intervention will not go unchallenged and that the
international community will not acquiesce in the violation of sacrosanct
pr inciples. The time has come for the aggressor to draw the right lessons and to
put an end urgently to its inte~vent!on in Kampuchea so that the futile shedding of
the blood of the people of Kampuchea can stop. In this year of hope, when the
spirit of peace seems to be in the ascendant, it is to be hoped that the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam will pay heed to the calls of the international community and
end the long ni.jht of suffer ing which it hliS imposed on the Kampuche.111 people.

In his latest re(X)rt on the situation in Kanpuchea, the Secretary-General has
rightly observed that
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the Kampucbean people-. (1\/43/730, para. 24)

RA comprehensive settlement plan must be consistent with the basic purposes

(Mr. Kamal, Pakistan)
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protect the fundamental interests of the parties concerned, and, above all, of

AM/ddm

we share the belief of the international community that such a comprehens ive
settlement should be based on the early withdrawal of all foreign forces from
Kampucbea, the restoration al.'1d preservation of Kampucbea's independence,
sovereignty and territorial integrity, the right of the Kampuchean people to
determine their own destiny, and the commitment by all States to non-interference
and non-intervention in the internal affairs of Kampuchea. The draft resolution
before us this year reiterates these principles, and, if adopted, would, we hope,
provide an impetus to a process of genuine negotiations. It is also our earnest
hope that the current propitious international climate will lend further momentum
to the efforts of the secretary-General and of his Special Repres~ntative,
Under-secretary-General Rafeeuddin Ahmed, whose perseverance and dedi ca tion we all
cOJllU9nd, in their intensive search for a comprehensive settlement of the Kallij?uchean
problem.

The occupying forces in Kaq:>uchea had earlier tried to justify their military
intervention by invoking the pretext of the human rights issue in that country.
The international community rejected such justification. The international
community cannot be expected to aGluiesce in linkages "mich some may seek to
establish between the essential withdrawal of foreign troops and an internal
polt tica1 si tua tion in Kampuc1'1ea, whi ch the PeOple of Kamp.2chea alone can decide
upon. Such a linkage would be fraught with danger and could easily be used as an
excuse and a temptation to legitimise the continuing military occupation of
Kampuchea. The fundamental premise of a comprehensive settlement must remain the
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(Mr. Kamal, Pak istah)

tot'!l and Wlcoodi tiond wi thdrawal of Vietnamese forces from Kampuchea. ,,~the

same tt~e, the process of national reconciliation should aim at creating conditions
1Iibich r.:an enable the people of Kampuchea to exercise their right of

self-determination, free from outside intervention. Such a procass should

ol:wiously l'oDt be misused to manipulate the internal as~cts of thE: situation in

KallpUchea.

Pak iatan "elcomed the proposal made by the Coalition Gover nment of Democr atic

Kampudlea on 25 June 1988 to seek a poll tical settlement of the Kampuchean problem
on the basis of, first, the phased withdrawal of Vietnamese forces in accordance

with a definite tilt!etable, under international supervision~ secondly, the formation
of a provisional quadripartite Government under the leadership of

Prince Norodom SihanoukJ thirdly, free and direct general elections, under

international supervision, for a constituent assembly; and, fourthly, an

international conference, with the participation of the countries concerned, the

five permanent members of the Security Council, and the Secretary-General of the

united Nations, to guarantee the independence, neutrality and territorial integrity
of Kampuchea.

Pakistan also welcomed the proposal made by China to provide international

guarantees for an independent, neutral and non-aligned Kampu chea , and hopes that
the remaining permanent members of the Security Council will follow this lead.

It is OOl earnest hope that a poll tical settlement of the conflict would also

lead to an early solution of the serious humanitarian problem of the Kampuchean

refugees. It is heartening to note that in the mean time the international

community has responded generously to the Kampuchean assistance progranme. My

delegation commends the United Nations agencies, particularly the Uni ted Nations
Border Relief Operation and the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR), for their sustained efforts in providing relief assistance to the
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Kampuchean people. The successful efforts of UNHCR to resettle the Kampuchean

lpable, once again, of playing the role of a cultural and spiritual catalyst in

I should like to take this opportunity to express our full suppoct for, and

unique effort by the international community in channelling over Si. billion to the

Kampuchean refugees. The Kampuchean humanitarian assistance programme has been a

refugees in th ird coun tr ies also mer i t our deep appr ecia tion. The Cover nmen t of

aith in his endeavours to bring about the restoration of peace to his war-ravaged

Pakistano despite its resource constraints, has fUlly associated itself with the

efforts of the international community to mitigate the suffering of the Kanpuchean

people and \.,Ul continue to make its modest contribution to the United Nations

,umanitarian relief programmes for as long as it is required to do so.

.and. We all look forward to a sovereign and independent Kampuchea, strong in its

)rince Norodom Sihanouk for national reconciliation within Kampuchea. We have full

.nity and territorial integritY3 inviolate in its sovereignty and independence, and

appreciation of, the untiring efforts and ~reative proposals made by
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Hr. RAZALI (Malaysia): As wc come to the tenth year of the debate on the
situation in Kampuchea it may be worth noting that the issue first emerged as
agenda item 123 at the thirty-fourth session of the Genera! Assembly. At that

session the Malaysian delegation had the privilege of beginning the debate and
introducing the draft r.esolution sponsored by the Association of South-East Asian
Nations (ASEAN) and 25 other countries. That draft resolution was subsequently
adopted as resolution 34/22 by a majority of the members of the Assembly. Its

adoption upheld fundamental principles and clearly m&iifested strong disapproval of
their violation. Viet Nam had violated those principles, and the international
community called on Viet Nmn to withdraw its troops completely from Kampuchea and
respect Karnpuchean sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence.

Coincidentally, it is also in the records that earlier in that year, in
January 1979, non-aligned members of the Security Council submitted a draft

resolution calling for the withdrawal of foreign forces from Kampuchea. In March
of the same year ASEAN countries had submitted a similar resolution to the Security
Council. On both occasions the draft resolutions received strong support from
Security Council members, but, regrettably, were vetoed.

Ten years later we are still considering the issue, as we have done every

year. The question of the complete withdrawal of foreign forces is still before

us. At the beginning of the discussion at the forty-third session of the General
Assembly we are aware that Kampuchea has been the subject of high-level talks by
major countries. We are also following with interest - some of us are actively
involved - efforts and developments in that region and elsewhere to effect an early
solution of the issue. Against the general backdrop of the optimism that is the
high point of this session, and given that the interests of all parties concerned

coincide, it is possible to contemplate a final solution to the Kampuchean question.
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perspective and in its entirety. A comprehensive political settlement has to be
achieved under effective guarantees. The total withdrawal of foreign forces must

and territorial integrity of Kampuchea has to be restored. The international
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(Mr. Razali, Malaysia)
At this crucial juncture, therefore, the issue needs to be seen in clear

be effected in accordance with an agreed timetable. The sovereignty, independence

MT/PLJ

community must reaffirm the right of the Kampuchean people to self-determination.
At the same time the concern of the international community about the horrors of
the recent past has to be addressed. The turbulence and deep divisions within
Kampuchea, largely inflamed by the continued occupation of foreign forces, have togive way to the process of national reconciliation. Provision will need to be made
in terms of international peace-keeping and supervision to ensure the
implementation of the various processes.

In the course of 10 years the Kampuchean issue has become multifaceted. No
single, simplistic approach would further the solution to the problem. The matters
I have mentioned have become intertwined in the issue. It is now incumbent on the
Uni ted Nations to regard the issue as a complex whole. This is the basic thrust ofthe draft resolution before us at this session. It rleeds to be stated, though,
that, no matter how complex the factors may be, no one can accept that any
conditionality be attached to the question of the withdrawal of foreign forces. Ifthis is being attempted, it has to be rejected very strongly. For all these years
the international community has decried and deplored the invasion and the
continuing presence of Vietnamese forces in Kampuchea. It is inexcusable that
those forces are still there, casting doubts on Viet Nam and delaying the promise
of an early solution. It must be patently clear to Viet Nam that a military
solution is impossible. The cost of maintaining those forces in Kampuchea
critically depletes tne resources of Viet Nam and denies its people the
loog-awaited fruits of reconstruction and peace.

_---------I'.IIiIIIIII-----
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disturbed regional stability, posing serious impediments to the early realization
of the zone of peace, freedom and neutrality. Vietnamese people, as refugees and
illegal immigrants, continue to leave in large numbers, taxing the compassion of

countries and adding onerous responsibilities for ASEAN countries. ASEAN hopes
that in the renewed climate of rationality and construction this issue, too, will

be resolved at an early date through an international conference. ASEAN is equally
mindful of the thousands of Kampucheans who have fled Kampuchea, running from
turmoil and foreign occupation and seeking shelter in camps along the border.
These hapless victims must be ensured a safe return, given a comprehensive solution.

The horrors perpetrated in Kampuchea have ric:fhtly been the subject of the
concern of the international community for manyy~ars. The international co~nunity

is determined to ensure that this dark period shall never recur. Kampuchea is a
country steeped in a proud civilization and culture. Angkor wat stands as a

magnificent symbol of the age-old search for spiritual sublimation. The
killing-fields of the recent past and other human rights violations since then
blemish such a history. The international community must ensure, by collective
efforts, as well as through the process of self-determination, that in the future
such a visitation will not again be visited on Kampuchea. This stand should not be
misinterpreted as an intrusion in the internal affair s of a country, given the

scale and magnitude of the violations of human rights.

In the process of national reconciliation being effected in Kampuchea through
the coming together of various factions, the one continuous de fin;' tive factor is
Samdech Norodom Sihanouk. Contemporary history will confirm that up to 1970 it was
he who ensured the cohesion and single entity of Kampuchea. The complicity in
actions that led to the removal of Samdech Norodorn Sihanouk in 1970 was a cruel
infliction upon a nation which desperately needed its leader. AS the various
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In this connection it is hoped that all factions will participate fully in the

H1'/PLJ

(Mr. Razali, Malaysia)

factions now try to knit together again the fabric of a nation, it is inevitable

that they should turn to Sihanouk. ASEAN Supports all the efforts now being

in Par is.
undertaken by Sihanouk and we keenly await the results of his forthcoming meeting

Paris meeting. Further, it is hoped that the regime in Phnom Penh will no longer

persist in its impossible demands. It is very clear that the format of national

reconciliation will come to~ether around the person of Samdech Norodom Sihanouk,

and none other.

The efforts of the ASEAN countries recently, tbrough the convening of the

help achieve an early solution. ASEAN will not stop there but will continue, both

Jakarta Informal Meeting are part of the continuing regional initiative of ASEAN to

at the work ing level and a t higher levels, to draw posi tive resul ts from the

significant breakthrough achieved at the Jakarta Informal Meeting last July.

-
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at the nM-aligned level. They are at tangent neither with the constructive

discuss.ions being undertaken among certain major countries nor with Sihanouk's own
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elections and the establishment of a freely elected Government will, hopefully,

The overall question of the self-determination of Kampuchea through supervised

Our efforts are not exclusiveJ they link up with complementary efforts undertaken

proceed following the establishment of the quadripartite coalition Government. At

that point the international community and certain major Powers. will be needed to

guarantee the independent, non-aligned status of Kampuchea.

The foregoing in essence would constitute the future steps on Kampuchea. The
signs are propitious. It would be in the interest of all countries to work towaJ:'ds

this objective. The final solution in Kampuchea would, it is to be hoped,

completely remove all secur ity concerns and residual suspicions between and among

the countries of the region. It would presage the phasing in of the zone of peace,
freedom and neutrality.

The draft resolution before us takes into account all the points I have

mentioned. It is certainly more comprehensive than past resolutions, but there has
been no abandonment. The elements of past resolutions that ha',e found resounding

support in the last nine years continue to be strongly enunciated in this year's

draft resolution. The principal thrust of this year's draft resolution remains the

need collectively to deplore the continUing presence of foreign forces and demand

their complete withdrawal without conditions. This year's draft resolution further

contains a reference that enjoins the continua tion of the laudable efforts of the
International Conference on Kampuchea entrusted to the Ad Hoc Commi ttee on

Kampuchea, even if efforts in future may bring about the convening of an

.._---------_...._-------~
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contribute towards promoting an early sOlution. What this draft resolution

secretary-General and other parties.

stage now reached on the Kampuchean issue, this draft resolution will directly
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international conference built on premises related to initiatives of the

This draft resolution does not merely restate principles. Given the important

requ ires is the maximum, if not total, support of all Members of the united Nations
in order to deliver a powerful message emanating from various regions of the
globe. At this stage the United Nations cannot afford to be faint-hearted or to be
mired in abstract principles, agonizing over the limits of actions it can take.
The United Nations should be part of t~at catalyst to effect a solution on
Kampuchea.

The Kampucheans need the support of the inter national community at this
critical hour. We need to remind ourselves that it has been a long and terrible
road for that unhappy country. The Geneva Agreements of 1954, after the first
lnde-Chinese war, at best only prOll'ided an illusion ,~f peace followed by further
turmoil in the 1960s and 1970s, as all Indo-China raged in war. The lessons of
1954 must be learned and the mistakes made then rectified now. The Kampucheans
must be allowed to regain their independent, neutral and non-aligned status.

I recommend this draft resolution for the approbation and support of all.
Mr. LI Luye (China) (interpretation from Chinese): A decade. ago the

Vietnamese authorities flagrantly launched an armed invasion into Kampuchea and
fostered the Heng Samr in puppet regime there in gross violation of the Charter and
the norms governing international relations. That act, which has brought untold
suffering to the Kampuchean people, has aroused strong opposition and universal
condemnation in the international community. As an act of upholding justice, the
General Assembly has adopted, at nine consecutive sessions, resolutions calling for

& n
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Kampuchean people. The Chinese Government highly appreciates the efforts made by

the international community in general, and by the countries members of the

Association of South-East Asian Nations in particular, in seeking a solution to the

Kampuchean question.

The Chinese Government has all along been in favclur of a political solution to

the Kampucl1ean question and supported all efforts and attempts aimed at a just and

reasonable settlement. It has put forward constructi~e proposals to promote an

early solution. China's position on this matter has bEten further elaborated by the

statement of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of China on 1 July and the remarks

made by Zhao Ziyang, General secretary of the Chinese Communist Party, on

26 Au~ust. In his statement at the current session of the General Assembly,

Foreign Minister Qian Qichen outlined China's stand and prclposi tions on the

Kampuchean question in the following five pcints~

First, a complete withdrawal by Viet Nam of its troops from Kampu~hea is the

key to a settlement of the Kampuchean question. The Vietnames~ side should produce

as soon as possible a timetable for its troop withdrawal from Kampuchea within a

shor t per lod of time.

Secondly, we favour the establish/Dent, . ith Prince Norodorn Sihanouk in charge,

of a provisional quadripartite coalition Government in Kampuchea as Viet Nam

withdraws its troops from that country. Each factionos candid&tes for the

provisional Government should be propoaed by the faction itself but should be

acceptable to the other parties concerned. we stand for a quadripartite coalition

in Kampuchea. We a~~ against the exclusion of any of the four factions from it or

the exercise of power by anyone faction alOlie.
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Government of Kampuchea, a freeze should be imposed on the activities of the

may ccnduct a free election in the absence of outside interference and threat of

in politics and interfering in the general election so that the Kampuchean people
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Kampuchean armed forces of all factions. They should rafrain from getting involved

(Mr. Li Luye, China)
Thirdly, upon the establishment of the prOllisional quadriparti te coalition

J'M./IO

force. To prevent a civil war in Kampuchea, the existing armed forces of all
factions my be disbanded to facili ta te the crea tion of a uni fied na tional defence
force composed of an equal number of officers and men from each of the four
factions under a unified command.

Fourthly, practical and effective international supervision should be
instituted OIler Viet Nam's troop withdrawal, the maintenance of peace in Kamplchea
and the conduct of free elections there. To this end the Chinese Government
supports the proposition for sending to Kampuchea an international peace-keeping
force and an inter national control committee.

Fi fthly, when the parties concerned reach agreement on a poli tical settlt!ment
of the Kampue::hean question, China will be ready to join other countries in an
international guarantee for the indt"pendent, neutral and non-aligned status of
Kampuchea.

As the Kampuchean question came into being as a result of Viet Nam's invasion,
the key to its settlement lies in the prOl1lpt wi thdrawal of all Vietnamese troops.
'l'his is the only way to end foreign invasion and occupation and to create fa ir
conditions for national reconciliation in Kampuchea. By linking the question of
troop withdrawal with the internal problems of Kalft)uchea and other questions, the
Vietnamese authorities aim at delaying their troop wi thdrawal and obstructing theefforts to achieve a just politic&l settlement of the Kampuchean question.
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quadripartite coalition, with no single faction holding power alone and with no
faction being excluded. The only realistic approach is one that takes into

consideration the interests of all parties concerned. No solution will bring peace

and stability to the Kampuchean people which allows one faction alone to hold power
by dint of its military strength, or sets pre-conditions that exclude one faction,
in an attempt to legalize the result of the foreign aggression.

As for the internal problems in Kampuchea, they should be resolved by the

Kampuchean people through their own choice in free elections, wi thout outside
interfer~nce or the threat of force. No foreign country is entitled to interfere"
The process of a just settlement of the Kampuchean qU3stion can be truly

facilitated only when the Kampuchean people's right to self-datermination is fully

respected and outside interference is removed.

China has no self-interest on the Kampuchean question; nor has it ever

intended to establish its own sphere of influence. We are ready to work wi th all
countr ies willing to help promote a political settlement of the Kampuchean question
and make 1.'0000itive contributions to the early elimination of this hot spot, which is
a threat to peace in South-East Asia.

('ost-war history shows that no country, howevet: powerful militarily, can

conquer a smaller and weaker country by force. Global or regional hegemon ism

should long have been repudiated. It is deplorable that the Vietnamese authorities

have as yet failed to come to their senses. In total disregard of the relevant
resolutions adopted by the United Nations General Assembly and the strong demand of
the international community, the Vietnamese authorities still cling to their policy
of aggression and expansion, delaying their troop withdrawal from Kampuchea and

placing all kinds of obstacles in the way of a political settlement.
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Wi th regard to the key issue of canplete troop wi thdrawal from Kampuchea, the
Vietnamese authorities, under the pressure of international public opinion, have of
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late indicated their willingness to withdraw in 1990, and have stated pretentiously
that the withdrawal could come earlier if progress were made in the pcocess of

political settlment. Yet they have remained reluctant to come up with a definite

timetable acceptable to all sides and have also rejected the idea of effective

international supervision and verification. It is still fresh in the m~mory of all

thnt the partial withdrawals announced by Viet Nam on many occasions in the past

all turned out to be mere troop rotations in disguise. In spite of Viet Nam's
declarations year after year about troop withdrawals, there has not been a

perceivable decline in the number of Vietnamese aggressor troops in Kampudhea.
Even its latest commi tment to pull out 50,000 troops by the end of this year has

not been honoured in earnest. People have every reason to suspect that the alleged

softening and flexibility of Viet Nam's position on the question of troop

withdrawals are no more than gimmicks designed to deceive world opinion and confuse

the public. The Vietnamese authorities and their propaganda machine are trying

hard to or ea te the false impression that the problem of Vietnamese troop

withdrawals no longer exists; but in reality this problem not only eslsts but is

miles away from a genuine solution. TO this very day the Vietnamese forces, over
100,000 strong, are still hanging on in Kampuchea, and the status of foreign

occupation of Kampuchea remains unchanged.

In order to prolong their occupation of KaJlt>uchea the Vietnamese authorities

have asked to trade their troop withdrawal against the cessation of outside

assistance to Kampuchean resistance forces. They have even gone as far as to

demand a timetable for such cessation. We all know that it is the Vietnamese
aggression against Kampuchea that constitutes a grave threat to peace and stability·
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international assistance to the Kampuchean resistance will disappear when Viet ~am

justice to extend sympathy, support and aid to the Kampuchean resistance in

whatever way they choose. It goes wi thout sayin(,J that the question of
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in south-East Asia. It is entirely right and proper for all countries that uphold

EH/edd

stops its aggression and pulls all its forces out of Kampuchaa under strict and
effective in,ternational superVision. By demanding the c~ssation of outside

assistance to the Kampuchean resistance, while cmtinuing their armed occupation,

the Vietnamese authorities are only making excuses for their continued occupation

of Kampuc:hea and for delaying their troop wi thdrawal. This is unacceptable to the
international community.

Another delaying tactic of the Vietnamese side is to cash in on the concern of
the interna tional communi ty re gard ing the re tur n of the Khmer Rouge and try its

best to link the withdrawal of its troops to the exclusion of the Khmer Rouge by

making the latter the pte-condition of the former and of nation~l reconciliation 1n
Kampuchea. One can se~ clearly that this proposition of the Vietnamese authorities

is aimed at getting what they have failed to get on the battlefield through the
hands of others and conferring legitimacy on continued rule by the Heng Samrin

puppet regime. The question of the Khmer Rouge is, after all, an internal problem
which can be resolved only by the Kampuchean people themcelves. At any rate it

must not become the justification for Viet Nam's launching the armed invasion in
1978 and for its refusing to withdraw its troops now; otherwise, what is the point

of talking about norms governing internatiooal relations in the wcxld today?

V!et Nam's insistence on linking its troop withdrawal to the exclusion of the Khmer
Rouge is but an attempt to confuse the fundamental distinction between the

aggressor and its victim, to hide its aggressive acts behind the fallacY of
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Kampuchean question.

While talking glibly about favouring national reconciliation in Kampuchea, the

justifiable aggression and obstruct the efforts to seek a just settlement of the

(Mr. Li lA1ye, China)
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Vietnamese side is in reality opposed to a genuine quadripartite coalition.
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Viet t l,!.1i 11'-; ~rF.dgn Minister, NcJuyen Co Thack, has openly and categor ica11y rejected
the proposa:' to set up a quadripartite coalition Government in Kampuchea, headed by
Prince Nbrodom Sihanouk, dismissing it as an illogical demand. In the meantime,
Viet Nam has gone ou t of its way to a dvoca te ma in tenance of the s ta tUB quo in
Kampuchea~ rejected the simultaneous dissolution of the Phnom Penh puppet regime
and Denocratic KampucheaJ reinforced the puppet regime in Phnom Penh by stepping up
the expansion of its armed forces~ and opposed the idea of sending an inter national
control committee and an international peace-keeping force to Kampuchea. Both
Viet Nam and the Phnom Penh regime are saying that the cake of Kampuchea must not
be divided into four pieces. It is not difficult for people to see from these
words and deeds that the Vietnamese authorities are still trying to maintain the
monopoly of power by the Heng Samr in-Hun Sen faction under the de facto control of
Viet Nam, and to compel the international oorrmunity to accept the fait accompli of
Vietnamese aggression against Kampuchea. This is precisely the greater and more
immediate danger facing Kampuchea right now, which calls for heightened vigilance
on the part of the international community.
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At present, dialogue in place of confrontation has becomt.! the t.rend! of the
times, and the tendency towards peaceful settlement of regional conflicts is
growing. Since the SOI.'iet Union started to pull its troops out of Afghanistan theinternational community has demanded ever more strongly that Viet Nam withdraw its
troops fP.:'om Kampuchea and end its war of aggression. The achievement of a
political settlement of the Kampuchean question is now on th~ agenda of the
international community. The Vietnamese authorities should understand that a
speedy and complete withdrawal of their troops from KaJl\luchea and an early
settlement of the Kampuchean question are not only conducive to the restoration of
peace and stability in SOuth-East Asia, but also beneficial to the people of both
Viet Nam and Kampuchea. Delay in bringing about this situation can only prolong
Viet Nam's own predicament domestically and externally. It is Ulne that the
Vietnamese authorities made up their minds on the right choice.

As we are discussing the question of Kampuchea in this solemn Assembly, the
people of that country, who have been subjected to foreign domination for 10 long
years, eager ly look to us to uphold justice fOE: them, condemn foreign aggression
and occupation and continue to make efforts to br ing about a just and lasting
settlement of the Kampuchean question. We must not let them down. It is the hope
of the Chinese delegation that the debate at this session of the United Nations
General Assembly will help promote a better understanding of the nature of the
Kampuchean question, bring undiminished pressure to bear on the aggressor and speed
up the just and lasting settlement of the Kampuchean question.

Ms. KNUDSEN (Norway): For the tenth consecutive year the General
Assembly is called u.p:;n to consider the continuing Vietnamese occupation of
Kampuchea. Despite the many efforts that have been made to bring about a peacefUl,just and comprehensive political solution, and despite the overwhelming andDigitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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increasing majority in the General Assembly in support of relevant United Nations

resolutions, the Vietnamese forces remain in Kampuchea in clear violation of the

United Nations Charter. This reflects the sad state of affairs for the

international community, for the region of South-East Asia and, most of all, for

the people of Kampu chea , who have suffered so much in the past.

The Norwegian delegation has repeatedly stressed that the main responsibility

for the present situation rests with the occupying Power. Foreign interventions

violate the fundamental principles of international law and constitute a grave

threat to international peace and security. Just as the world could not condone

the former regime in Kampuchea, whose gross violations of human rights caused

innumerable deaths and untold suffer ing, so it cannot aCXIuiesce in a foreign Power

invading and occupying another country. The violations of human rights by the

former regime in no way give legi timacy to the new reg ime or the wa y in wIli ch it

was installed in Phnom Penh.

The Norwegian delegation shares the view that an essential first step towards

a comprehens ive solution to the currer.t si tua tion in Kampuchea must be a firm

oomitment by the occupying Power to cease all hostilities and withdraw its forces,

thus paving the way for the restoration and preservation of Kampuchea's

independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity. In our view, the draft

resolu tion be fore us, of which Norway is a sponsor, incorpora tes the elemen ts of a

comprehensive pol! tical sett1ement~ fir st, the wi thdr awal of all foreign forces

from Kampuchea, under effective international supervision and control; secondly,

the non-return to the universally condemned policies and practices of a recent

past; and, thirdly, the right of the Kampuchean people to determine their own

destiny.
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The secretary-General continues to seek a peaceful solu Hon to the Kampuchean
question through extensive talks with the parties and coun tr les cancer ned. My

Government would like to commend the secretary-General and his Special

Representative for their tireless efforts to bdng about a settlement and to

express our support for their continuing efforts.

Over the last year the world has witnessed some signs of change that will, it
is hoped, develop, in the right direction. This summer, for the first time, all the
parties directly involved and other P3rties concerned gathered in Jakarta for an
informal meeting, a fact which augurs well for a political soluti~, to the
conflict. A political settlement can only ~e achieved through a pr~~ess of genuine
negotiations without pre-conditions. In this connection, my Government would like
to express support for the efforts undertaken by the countries of the Association
of Sou th-East As ian Na Hons (.l\SEAN).

It is a sad fact that more than a quarter of a million Rampucheans still
~emain in the evacuation sites in the Thai-Kampuchean border area. In addition,
the question of the security and prot~ction of the border population and of respect
for their basic human rights is a matter of highest priority for the international
community. That makes it all the more important for the United Nations and other
agencies to get unhindered ~ccess to all. the camps in order to carry out their task
of proviaing food and services to the ch'ilian population.

~ Government is concerned by the reported human rights violations in the
refugee camps conuolled by the Khmer Rcuge. Access to these camps by the United
Nations and other international agencies is necessary for them to unde~take

satisfactory registration of the individual refugees. A ~roper registration

procedure would not only grant a certain protectiun against involuntary

disappearances; it is also a prerequisite fo~ a future orderly repatriation
programme •

..,.'...... .... .
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My own Government has in the past year contributed approximately SUS 1 million

1115/1jb

to the United Nations Border Relief Operation, the Office of the United Nations

High Commissioner for Refugees, the World Food Progranune, the International

Committee of the Red Cross and various noo-governmental humanitarian organizations

to the problem of Kampuchea goes on there will be a need for assistance to the

assisting Kampuchean refugees. For as long as the search for ft political solution

~efugees in the border area. ~ Govarnment will also in the future assume its fair

share of the costs involved in this humanitarian effort.

-------_......'*----
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Dame Ann HERCUS (New Zealand): In participating in this annual debate,

•

New Zealand has consistently sought to minimize divisiveness and to encourage
dialogue as a basis for a peaceful political settlement in Cambodia. We are
pleaged to note that this year, partly as a consequence of success elsewhere in
reducing international tensions, the situation in Cambodia has come to appear
rather less intractable than it did 12 months ago. My delegation is under no
illusions that a durable political settlement will be achieved easily or soon.
There are many interests to reconcile and several layers of conflict to unravel.
But developments during 1988, particularly the Jakarta Informal Meeting, Prince

Sihanouk's continued efforts to promote a dialogue and the evidence of greater
interest on the part of influential external Powers in securing a settlement,
suggest that some guarded optimism about the situation may not be misplaced. We
also welcome the work of the Secretary-General and his Special Representative.

The issue of Cambodia is a complex tapestry. TO single out particular aspects
of the issue is to find that these elements are closely interwoven. My delegation
nevertheless wishes, wi thout oversimplifying the question, to focus on two major
concerns.

Our principal concern is, as it always has been, ~he invasion and occupation
of Cambodia by Viet Nam. It is nearly 10 years since Vietnamese forces invaded
Cambodia, in violation of the fundamental principles of international law and the
United Nations Charter. Each year since then the General Assembly has
overwhelmingly adopted resolutions calling for the withdrawal of foreign troops
from Cambodia and for the negotia tion of a poli tical settlement. Despi te

Viet Nam's excuses of provocation and despite its claim to have rescued the

Cambodian people frcm the genocidal tyranny of Pol Pot, that invasion and its
legacy cannot be condoned. The Assembly has rightly emphasized Viet Nam's
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violation of the United Nations Charter. There can be no settlement until Viet Nam
withdraws its troops from Cambodia. That remains a fundamental objective.

The second concern of my delegation is the responsibility of the interna.tional

(Dame Ann Hercus, New Zealand)
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community not merely to acknowledge the evils of the Pol Pot era but to ensure

that, as a political settlement emerges, the Khmer Rouge are never again able to

impose themselves on the people of Cambodia. This is not a new concern, but it has

been given added urgency by the prospect of a political settlement, including the
withdrawal of Vietnamese troops. In 1988, the fortieth anniversary of the adoption

of the genocide Convention, we must insist on a settlement that wi.ll prevent the

Khmer Rouge from regaining power.

All New ZealanderI'; are united in the utter repugnance they feel at the

inhuman, brutal and indeed genocidal way in which the Pol Pot Government of

Democratic Kampuchea treated its own people. Its authoritarian approach continues
today in the camps which it controls along the Thai-Canilodia border. Furthermore,
despite rumours from time to time, a change in the leadership of the Khmer Rouge

has yet to come about. Ten years ~go the international community was slow to

accept the evidence of genocidal practices by the Pol Pot Government and reluctant

to act against it. Member countries and organizations of the United Nations system
have been dea ling with the consequences ever since.

The true nature of the Khmer ROuge is well known. Nevertheless, it will be

•

necessary to provide that the acceptable Khmer Rouge element is included within the
framework of any future political settlement. Clearly it should not be able to

reimpose its authority by armed force or by frustrating the will of the Cambodian

people. ~at we ask for is detailed reassurance on how this potential threat will
be handled. For, so loog as the Khmer Rouge appear s not to have changed its ways

or its le~dership, its presence in our view provides grounds for serious concern.

It would be a rich and tragic irony if that were to detract from the strong and
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almost universal message from the international community for Viet Nam to

international supervision and appropriate means, such as an international

withdraw. That is why in our. view any political settlement must provide for

(Dame Ann Hercus, New Zealand)
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peace-keeping force, to safeguard against a Khmer Rouge return.

Recogni tion of that concern is among the elements which distinguishes the

draft resolution on this item from those of preceding years. New Zealand has
consistently cosponsored these draft resolutions and we are doing so again this

year. We consider that the pr inciples that the present draft resolution expounds

prO'lide the framework for a comprehensive political settlement that will bring
peace and stability to South-East Asia and guarantee self-determination for the
Cambodian people. Such a political settlement is long 0gerdue.

New Zealand continues to believe that it would not be wise to limit the ways

in which a political settlement can be appcoached. What is important is that we
shoulo keep constantly in view the consistent goal of the General Assembly - an

independent and sovereign Cambodia under a representative Government that would be
guaranteed against threats from its neighbours and would not itself be a threat to
those neighbours. That goal remains as valid today as it was eight years ago. In
the search for a settlement New Zealand continues to attach particular importance
to Prince Sihanouk's role. He has been a pivotal figure throughout the modern
history of Cambodia. we believe he has a central role to play in reconciling the

parties in conflict and arr iving at a lasting settlement. Negotiations to that end
must take place in an atmosphere of confidence. In that respect we continue to

look for broad agreement among the major Powers that Cambodia must be restored to
full independence - with appropr iate international guarantees.

The draft resolution before us offers a framework for the continuation of
efforts to bring peace in Indo-China and for the people of Cambodia. It deserves

the Qupport of all MeilOers of the United Nations.
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Hr. IDHENFELLNER (Ausa ia): When we recall that it is for the tenth time
now that we are discussing the situation in Kampuchea, we realize that the immense
sUffering of the Kampuchean people has been going on unabated for far more than a
decade. Throughout these years, which represent a considerable part of the
life-span of any individual, the fate of the Kampuchean people has been marked by
gross violations of human rights and by internal warfare which has caused the deathof a significant percentage of the population, economic destruction, massive flows
of refugees and all the inconceivable hardship for the individual that such a
development entails.

The large-scale humanitarian assistance programmes, to which, of course, my
country has also contributed, may have mitigated to a certain extent the adverse
consequences for some especially vulnerable groups, mainly the refugees. But we
should always bear in mind that no effective solution to the hlJmanitar ian problemscan be achieved without a comprehensive political Rettlement.

After many years of stalemate, 1988, fortunately, has brougbt some progress inthe search for a ~litica~ solution. At the Jakarta Informal Meeting, for the
first time, all parties directly involved and other countries concerned met and
held informal discussions. In our view, this amounts to a breakthrough, because
the participatton in a negotiating process of all four Kampuchean fat:t1ons and the
oountr iea concerned seems to be a prerequisite for establishing a durable peace in
Kampuchea, which, in turn, would have positive consequences for the security of theregion. We therefore regret all the more that one faction did not attend the first
session of the working group. we indeed hope that at subsequent sessions all theparties invited will be represented, otherwise the negotiating pr~~ss initiated in
BogCl' might lose momentum •
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contacts would be more promising if the leaders of the other two factions would

Prince Sihanouk and Mr. Hun Sen. Here again we share the opinion that these

political solution. Therefore my Government also welcomes the talks between

-~ ~ ... ' .... \". " ... ) .

(Mr. Hohenfellner, Austr ia)
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Austria is strongly convinced that direct negotiations are conducive to a

also take part. These talks and other events vi thin the last few months have
proved Prince Sihanouk to be a national leader accepted by all parties to the

conflict. This augurs well, as a solution ~ill certainly be facili tated by the
existence of a focal pereonality capable.- of integrating the various forces.

Another encouraging fact is the introduction of new proposals and peace plans

during the pas~ year. These testify to a sincere willingness on all sides to solve

this regional conflict through negotiations. When we compare the new proposals
with each other and also vith previous ones, we clear ly see a process of

convergence. Most of the crucial elements of ft comprehensive and peacefUl
settlement now appear to be basically acceptable to all sides; let me just mention
a few.

Th~. total withdrawal of foreign troops is universally regarded as a primordial

neceilsity. Viet Nam has committed itself to the withdrawal of its armed forces.
All pr:oposals refer to some sort of participation by all four factions in political

life before the elections. Furthermore, they foresee free and fair elections under

h±

international observation. All parties concerned agree upon disbanding the

military forces of the four Kcmpucbean factions and creating a new, unified
national arJlly. This process, aa well as the total withdrawal of foreign troops,
ought to be controlled by an internatior.al force. Finally, in all propo~als we
find the suggestion that, subsequent to an internal agreement, which I'IIUst co_

first, an international conference ou9ht to be held that would guarantee the
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peace with itself and its neighbouring countries.
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I have tried to illustrate that a remarkable convergence of views has indeed

take~ place since the General Assembly debated the situation in Kampuchea last

year. At the same time, we are painfully aware of the still prevailing lack of
convergence in some critical areas. But, even when agreement on all major elements
of a solution is reached, the formidable task of hammer ing out the details still
lLes ahead. We know that there are numerous stumbling blocks on the long and

winding road towards a peacefUl settlement. We can, however, for the first time
discern a road in the darkness that until now has continuously overshadowed this
regional conflict.

Some of the elements of convergence I have mentioned involve the participation

of the international community. In a year that has highlighted the unique

contribution of the United Nations to peaoe-making and peace-keeping, it is

certainly opportune to dwell on the possibilities of our world Organization in the
context of a solution of the Kampuchean conflict. FOr our part, we cannot think of
another political organism with representative membership that disposes of the

know-how and machinery to organize observation of elections and control of military

activities. It is hard to imagine other structures that are capable of designing,
co~rdinatin9, financing and implementing a programme of assistance to Kampuchea

for the reconstruction of its economy and to all States in the region for their
economic and sooial developnent. And ;liany problems that might arise in convening

an international conference on Kampuchea outside the United Nations framework could
be easily avoided by using the United Nations structure.
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helpful role than hitherto in the quest for a peaceful solution, if Member States

My Government is convinced that the United Nations can play an even more
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so wish.

I would like to seize this opportunity to express to the Secretary-General and
to his Special Rep~esentative, Under-5ecretary-General Ahmed, Austria's sincere
appreciation of their efforts.

The international community could also make better use of the potential of the
International Conference on Kampuchea. The President of the Austrian National
Assembly, Leopold Gratz, who exer~ises the function of President of that

Conference, recently visited New York, where he met with Foreign Ministers and
other high-ranking representatives of interested Member States, the

secretary-General, his Special Representative and the Ad Hoc Commi ttee of the
International Conference on Kampuchea. These talks revealed in an impressive way
the considerable increase in common ground and the necessity vigorously to continue
and broaden the negoti~ting process already initiatied.

At this crucial. stage,~t is for the parties concerned either to grasp the
historic chance or to prolOng the immense suffering of the Kampuchean people. We
fervently hope that' they will join in negotiations that will succeed in bringing
about a settlement.. The Austrian Government and the President of the International
Conference on Kampuchea will exert their best efforts wi th a view to promoting an
early, comprehensive, just and lasting political solution.
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Mr. KHAMSY (Lao People's Democratic Republic) (interpretation from
French): It is, to say the least, regrettable that the Assembly 'should once again
this year have to consider the question entitled "The situation in Kampuchea" and
to do so in the absence of the authentic representative of the martyred Karnpuchean
people. As in past years, the real sponsors of the draft resolution hav~, by their
subtle manoeuvres and by clumsy reliance on their calculations of a majority ,,'ote
in the Assembly, tried to force a solution to a problem which concerns first and
foremost the more than 7 million ci tizens of the People's Pepublic of Kampuchea,
without giving those citizens the slightest chance to express their views. This is
nothing but a form of interference in the internal affairs of the glorious Peop~e's
RePUblic of Kampuchea, an independent and sovereign country whose seat in our
Organization has been unjustly usurped by the so-called Coalition Government of
Democratic Kampuchea.

We talk a great deal about the suffer iilgs that the unfortunate people of
Kampuchea have endured for more than 10 years, and still endure. It is true that
there is suffering, and it is not insignificant, but let us be more realistic in
our judgement. The people of Kampuchea are suffer lng because they have been
persecuted by the executioners of an inhuman regime which practised a policy of
genocide aga inst them. More than 3 million Kampucheans per ished under tha t regime,
either because they were cruelly killed or because they were deprived by force of
food and medical care. If Karnpucheans still suffer today in their own ccuntry, it
is in the first place because of the trauma of the heritage of the Pol Pot regime
of Democratic Kampuchea. It is also because they cootinue to be haunted by the
horrors of that national tragedy and are still afraid of the possibility of a
return to power of those executioners, who cootinue to this day to enjoy the
assistance and support of certain countries and foreign circles whose selfish
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nationalist interests, although they differ, have promoted the maintenance of this
legal fiction in our Organization.

We also talk with a great deal of concern, and with reason, of the sufferings

of Kampucheans in the border areas with Thailand and in the refugee camps. We must
admit that there too, according to impartial observers and representatives of

humanitarian organizations, they are the victims of the nefarious activities of
their own masters, who impose their own law in the canps and practise against those
people terror, extortion and forced recruitment, so as to make them commit crimes
of sabotage and murder against their own compatriots in those same -killing-fields·
of the recent past.

While, on the one hand, we see only this gloomy and tragic picture, we must

admit, on the other hand, that under the aegis of the leg! timate Government of the

People's Republic of Kampuchea the heroic people of Kampuchea, now number ing more

than 7 million, have devoted themselves wi th fervour to the colossal task of
national recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction. From what their kith and kin
have left them in the abandated ghost towns, we see emerging everywhere, thanks to
the disinterested assistance of brotherly and friendly countries and international
humanitarian organizations, child-care centres, orphanages, schools and hospitals.
Pagodas and mosques are reappearing. Markets are open again. Life has returned to

normal. All state institutions are established on a sound basis. The GOI7ernment
controls the vhole territory of the country. The martyred Ka~uchean people are

heing rebcxn and once again enjoy to the full their elementary right to 11 fee The
international community should welcome this fact. It would be a flagrant injustice
to dil3regard this reality. Any attempt on the part of the internaf~ional CC?!IImunity
to impose a solution tor the problem of Kampuchea on this glorious m~rtyred people

to its detriment would only exacerbate an already tense situation in South-East
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Prime Minister Hun Sen further advocated the maintenance of the present

crimes, and of the rejection of the armed forces of, the Khmer ROuge.·

leaders of the genocidal Pol Pot regime that was responsible for so many

"3. The internal problem of Kampuchea must be resolved by the Kampuchean

the other Khmer oppesi ticn forces, the non-use of persons in refugee camps

have been provided to the Pol Pot clique, the Z'"Jthors of the genocide, and to

foreign assistance and the non-use of sanctuaries in foreign territory that

need a firm, sure and unambiguous guarantee because it is a question of life or

1990, all the remaining Vietnamese volunteers would be completely withdrawn

"2. Towards December 1989, or at the latest in the first quarter of

from Kampuchea, and this must occur simultaneously with the cessation of

In this regard, Mr. Hun Sen, President of the Council of Ministers and

(Mr. Khamsy, Lao Peopl&'s
Democratic Republic)

Asia. SO long as the threat of a return to power by the genocidal regime hangs

against the Kampuchean people and the cessation of all foreign interference in

Minister of Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic of Kampuchea, did not beat

Jakarta Informal Meeting in July, aimed at br inging a peacefUl resolution of the

proposed, among other things, the following~

7 million Kampucheans, for a guarantee of their security and their survival? They

over their heads, to whom can they turn, these unfortunate and still traumatized

peaceful, independent, democratic, sovereign, neutral and non-aligned country. He

about the bush when he stated the seven-point position of his Government at the

status quo in Kampuchea until a national assembly and a coalition Government can be

problem through the process of national reconciliation and making Kampuchea a
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formed through general electionsJ the creation of a council of national

reconciliation that would be headed by Prince Norodom Sihanouk and entrusted with

the organization of those genetal electionsJ the establishment of an international
supervisory commissionJ and the convening of an international conference to

guarantee the independence, sovereignty, neutrality and non-aligned status of
Kampuchea, as well as peace and stability in SOuth-East Asia.

The Indonesian Government is to be commended for having organized in July the

Jakarta Informal Meeting, to which I have just made reference, which gathered

together at one table for the first time in 10 years all the parties concerne:t in
the Karnpuchean conflict, namely, the representatives of the four Kampuchean

factions themselves and those of all countries directly concerned in SOuth-East
Asia, that is to say, the countries of Indo-China and of the Association of
SOuth-East Asian Nations.
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p.:U !ugh that meeting was informal in Gharacter, as ! ts name indicates, it

nQ~l theless produced tangible results, as even its most stubborn detractors are

,~-'~ ed to admi t. The main ideas contained in the final statement by the President
o~ e conference, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Indonesia, faithfully

lCGf'! ~t the legitimate aspirations of the Kampuchean people and the other peoples
cilli,r;\ tly concerned in the region.

~ha t s ta temen t r ea.ds, in part, as follows:

"During the discussions there was a common understanding on the urgent

leed to end the suffer 1ngs of the Kampuchean people and to work towards the

~stablishment of an independent, sovereign, peaceful, neutral and non-aligned

'ampuchea on the basis of self-determination and national reconciliation.

"All pa(ticipants shared the view that the two key issues of the

afllpuchean problem, which are in~erlinked, are the wi thdraw.al of Vi tenamese

orces from Karnpuchea, to be carried out within the context of an overall

oH tical solution, and the prevention of the recurrence of the genocidal

)licies and practices of the Pol Pot regime, and to ensure the cessation of

11 foreign interference and external arms supplies to the opposing Kampuchean

~roes. They also saw the need to set definite timetables and to provide an

:fective international presence to supervise these processes." (A/43/493,
,nex I, paras. 5, 6)

)thing is more heartening than to see the Jakarta process already showing

prOD'! I, since it opens up a real prospect of a possible solution to the Kampuchean
PlCO~ that would be final, just and acceptable to all parties concer ned, in both

i to it ional and international aspects. In this regard the international community
h@s [C') d a just tr ibute to the Indone~j . \ Government for its assiduous efforts to

I
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elsewhere, there is no lack of those who fish in troubled waters. Indeed I can

must therefore fully support those efforts and encourage this process until its

achieve these t'esults, although they ~re only preliminary at the present stage. It

(~. Khamsy, Lao People's
Democratic Republic)
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culminatioa by defeating all attempts at sabotage, because in South-East i\sia, as

JSM/PLJ

assure the Assenb~y that, particularly t.n our region, there are some who are realchampions at this, and we, the three countries of Indo-China, have often been their
victims.

Since the second Jakarta Informal Meeting is scheduled for the third week of
January 1989 we may now express the hope that the parties concerned will spare no
effort to set l!P the machinery for the fir.~:!. :;~tt::'ement of the conflict on the
basis of the results of the first meeting, thus proving to the world that wi th the
assistance and encouragement of the international community the countries of the
region will be able to settle their own disputes among themselves.

My delegation also wishes to pay a just tr ibute to the secretary-General,
Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, and his closest collaborators, among them
Mr. Rafeeuddin Ahmed, his Special Representative for humanitarian affairs, for
their tireless efforts, and the particular interest they have shO\'ln in the quest
for an overall, just and lasting solution to the Kampuchean problem that is
acceptable to all the parties concerned.

With regard to draft resolution A/43/L.12, which is now before the Assembly,
my delegation sees nothing new therein that could cootribute to the just and
equitable solution of the Kampuchean problem. Its pr incipal sponsors, in an effort
at compromise, they say, have remodelled the usual form by inserting some new
elements without thereby changing its content.

-----------------
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While ~le draft resolution has the merit of including an important phrase

that this phrase can refer also to the atrocities which, according to them, have
been co~~itted since 1978, that is to say, under the regime of the P~ople's

Republic of I<ampuchea. This is an over-simplistic and highly erroneous way of

judging the history of a martyred people by putting the victims and their

e xecu tioner s on a n equal foo ting •

There is reference also, in the preamble, to the Jakarta Informal Meeting last
July as simply a significant development as though it were already an affair of the
past. This negative assessment of the future of the Jakarta process is a dangerous

corroboration of the attitude, in evidence at a recent meeting of the Working Group
in this city, of a certain delegation whose only goal is to block this process and

thus prolong the Kampuchean tragedy for its own ends.

The sponsors of the draft resolution, finally, have added a phrase about their

readiness "to support any other conference of an interna tional nature", as if that

Because of its clear ly partisan descr iption of events, the present dr aft

resolution, if adopted, would only hinder the already promising Jakarta process.

condeJlln those who saved and p!:'otected the lives of millions of t.raumatiz~d human

•

their views on thoae wo are di;;ectly concerned but have not had a chance to

were a generous concession on their part, although the idea has already been widely

By getting it adopted by the Assembly, its principal sponsors are trying to impose

express their views. Those sponsors are also seeking to put the blame on and

accepted, for the purpose of resolving the international aspect of the problem.

.. • ...... lit G' ••, ..... ~ ..... .;>. 0 ..
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I

z

beings who are still haunted by the memory of the recei'lt past. The text of the

draft resolution does not reflect the real situation in Kampuchea and is aimed

1'Illinly at dismantling the whole State system of an independent, sovereign country,

tile People's Republic of Kampuchea, whose people it would be very wrong to think of

as a tribe of nomads.

My delegation cannot but vote against such a draft resolution ••

*Mr. Essy (Cote d'Ivoire), Vice-President g took the Chair.
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Mr. OUDOVENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation from

Russian): In an atmosphere of general improvement in the international situation,
the idea of new political thinking is becoming increasingly attractive. There is a

clearer intention on the part 0,£ many countries in various parts of the world to
look for ways to ensure security ~nd regional stability, first of all by political
means, by refraining from an approach baned on military strength. As we see it,
this trend can also be detected in the SOuth-East Asia region. In his statement in

the general debate at this session of the General Assembly, the Minister of Foreign
Affairs of the Ukrainian SSR, Vladimir Kravets, pointed out:

"Serious progress has been made in resolving the situat~ 'around

Kampuchea. It is based on realistic, specific proposals made by the

Governments of the People's Republic of Ka."llpuchea, the SOcialist Republic of
Viet Nam, the Lao People's Republic and Indonesia and other member s of the

Association of SOuth-East Asian Nations, proposals that: are aimed at a

political settlement of the conflict in the spirit of national

reconciliation. In this context, recognition of the Kampuchean people's right

to is free social and political choice is of fundamental significance. It is

incumbent on all states to promote a favourable political climate for the

continuation and fruitful completion of the negotiating process on this

issue." (A/43/PV.22, p. !1)
There is no doubt that an important positive aspect of the development of

events is the systematic wi thdrawal of Vietnamese volunteers from Kampuchea. The
developnent of events on this question was deeply affected by the holding, towards

the end of July this year in Jakarta, of the so-called informal meeting of the
Kampuchean sides in which the representatives of Viet Ham, Laos and member nations
of the Association of SOuth-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) also took part. As ~

result, consultations were launched to find a way of unravelling the KampuChean

. " ~. - - : ,. "'-", " '~ ... .. . . '
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knot on the fJasis of a balance of interests. That "oery meeting has demonstrated,
from our point of view, that the parties involved in the conflict realize that

there is no alternative to a political solution to the problem.

Efforts to unblock the conflict include two rounds of dialogue between the

Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the People's Republic of Kampuchea, Hun Sen
and Prince Norodom Sihanouk, in the course of which the two Khmer parties set out
the most important principles for settlement - the political way and negotiations

between the Khmer parties on independence, sovereignty, mutualism, the democratic

character and non-aligned nature of a future Kampuchea and internaticnal
guar antees.

We likewise have every right to include in the search for a solution to this

problem the influential international force that is the movement of the

non-aligned, which has set up its own committee on Kampuchea.

we should also like to mention the important contribution of the Minister for
Foreign Affairs of Indonesia, Mr. Alatas.

The Ukrainian SSR, together with many other countries, stands in solidarity
wi th the constructive actions OA. the People's Republic of Kampuchea aimed at the
establishment of an a.:mosphere of peace, stability and good-neighbourliness in

South-East Asia. we support the agreement reached at Jakarta to the effect that
the interrelated and key questions for the settlement of the situation are the

elimination of the threat of the restoration of a Pol Pot regime of genocide after
the Withdrawal of the Vietnamese troops and the cessation of any foreign

interference in the internal affairs of Kampuchea. It is no accident that it is
precisely these questions that were at the centre. of attention at the meeting of
the working group which met in Jakarta recently, from 17 to 20 OCtober this year.

It is difficult not to agree with the conclusion contained in the report of
the Secretary-General on the situation in Kampuchea (A/43/730):
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Ill! all comrlnQed, however, that with the good will and active co-operation of

all the parties concerned, it should be possible to bring peace to Kampuchea

wi thin a reasonable time frame, and thus to put an end to the intense

suffer ing that has been the tragic lot of the peoples of the region for so

long and to e"able them to look to a more stable and prosperous future. III

(A/43/730, para. 25)

In our opinion, it is now important to retain what has been achiaved on the

way to settlellent and not lose those valuable elements that have been found in

Indonesia. At the same time it is necessary to develop the Jakarta process

further. Here a pt.8itive and peace-keeping role could be played not only by all

involved in the conflict but also by other Members of the United Nations. It is

quite clear that the purpose of our present discussion is to contr ibute to further

progress in the search for methods of achieving settlement, for otherwise our

discussion will not be productive. Our efforts should be aimed at inspiring the

KallpUdlean groups, which have taken their fir st steps towards each other, to 90

further, and we should help them clear the way for such movement. It is necessary

to refrain frOll stereotypical approaches. &riphasia on existing divergence's in such

a naajor undertaking, especially during its early phases, is bo...nd to be detrimental

to the process.

'l'heKam;:puchean prcblell has proceeded :rom discussion of the need for its

settlement to efforts to specifically identify means of regulating problems and

deterllining "'hich of them require pr ior ity treatment. There is no doubt that we

conoider the solution of internal problems to be the inalienable and exclusive

right of the Kampuchean parties. Therein resides national reconciliation, and

therefore we wish to emphasize the importance of the Jakarta fcr1llUl~, which has

been agreed to by the Kampuchean representatives themselves, and that part of the

agreement which speaks of the prevention of a repeti tion of the poUcy and practice
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of genocide of the Pal Pot regime, as well as the cessation of any kind of externalinterference in the internal affairs of that country. It is our profound
conviction that therein is the key to the solution of the problem, namely in not
allowing those who stand condemned by the international community for cr imes
against their own people to have power in the country. t~ are led to this
conviction by the victims of the Pol Pot regime, by humanitarianism, and by the
moral essence of human civilization.

The relevance of this is all the greater because in October this year the
Khmer Rouge representatives failed to attend a meeting of the work inq group for the
preparation of a new informal meeting of the Khmer parties. The question arises~
is ~~is not evidence of their unwillingness to take part in the settlement on the
basis agreed to at the first informal meeting, which has been supported by the
majori ty of the interna tional communi ty?

In this connection we could have expected more from the sponsors of the draft
resolution in document A/43/L.12. It indeed contains certain attempts to take
account of the changes in the Kampuchean problem we are witnessing today. At the
same time we must stat~ qui te frankly that the text contains elements of the
approaches taken in previous years and outdated values. As we see it, in its
political and psychological content the draft resolution lags behind the spirit andlevel of the understandings reached at the informal meetings in Indonesia - in
other words, the defini tions and measures defined by the Khmer parties themselves.

The practice of holding disCUlilsions on this question without the paJ:ticipation
of the legitimate representatives of the Khmer people - the delegation of the
People's Republic of Kaftli)uchea - is also not in keeping with the spir it of the
time.

If this dr~ft resolution is put to the vote in its present form, the
delegation of the Ukrainian SSR will vote agaillst it.
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The Gen£ral Assembly ie capable of contributing significantly to the

development and strengthening of positive eloments in the settlemant of the

Kampucheaai problem that open up new possibili ties for the imprOlTement of the

political climate in the South-East Asian region.

It is important to deepen the growing understanding of the fact that the
Kampucbean problem must be resolved exclusively by peaceful means by the Kairpuchean
people themsll!lves through negotiations amoog all the parties involvad in the

conUict. The General Assembly is called upon to contr ibute to the development of

the negotic'!ting process so that the policy of national reconciliation III&Y trilll'lph.
we support the idea e~pressed by many that an international conference should be

convened to elaborate guarantees for: achieving agreement on the natiOl'ial
independence of Kampuchea and peace in South-East Asia. This would be in keeping
with the interests of all countries of the region and cootribute to the

establishment of genuine good-neighbour ly relations between the States of

sou th-East As ia •

Mr. IEJIC (Yugoslavia), The improved climate in international relations

which is reflected in the current session of the General Assembly has also

contributed to the initiation of processes for the political solution of some

tlotbeas of t;ensioo that have for years burdened the overall atmosphere in the

worldo This is also becoming noticeable in relation to KaJII)Uchea which, because of
t,he situatiQ'l created by military intervemt\on and interferenoe in its internal

. affairs, has for many years been one of the most dangerous sources of instability

and mistrust in the b:oade~ region of south-East Asia. I am referring to

in itiatives within the th'dted Nations &nd the MovelllC!nt of Non-Aligned Countr las,

and particularly by the countries of the Association of Soutn-East Asian Nations
(AS FAN) , aimed at finding a basis by which to open a process for a political

solution wi th the participation of all directly interested parties.
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internal development and foreign policy orientation without pressure and outside

foreign troops from Kampuchean territory and the creation of conditions that would

prerequisite for a lasting solution is the urgent and immediate withdrawal of

the Kampuchean people." (A/43/730, para. 24)

and principles of the Charter of the united Nations and must adequately

"A comprehensive settlement plan must be consistent with the basic purposes

Today, as in the past, we should like to point out that the essential

In this context, we s ubser ibe to the post tion taken in the report of the

independence and non-aligned status of Kampuchea under the leader ship, in our

necessary to reach a political solution through dialogue and negotiations. It is

of the Jakarta Informal Meeting at SOgar, in which all the directly interested

therefore understandable that we should have followed with great attention the

We believe that the enhanced diplomatic activities manifested in the holding

Ever since the outbreak of the er isis, Yugoslavia has pointed out that it is

parties took part for the first time, were the result of the realization by those
who caused the eXisting situation in Kampuchea that open conflicts among states,
however complex, cannot be solved by the use of military might and through

enable the people of that country to decide "freely and independently on its

such a solution. Of course, these efforts can be successful only if they are aimed

efforts being made in the quest for the Ixoadest acceptable framework and bas is for

interference. I should like to emphasize that it is possible to achieve that only

and one of the founding fathers of the ft:)vement of Non-Aligned Countries.

at br 1nging about the" restoration of the territor ial integrity, sovereignty, full

opinion, of Pr ince Norodan Sihanouk, the most prominent leader of the Khmer people
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house them. Particularly important in this cootext is the material assistance

the war. We should like to express our ap. -eciation for the efforts being made to

rendered by the United Nations, its specialized agencies and individual

I avail myself of this opportunity to draw attention also to the serious

humanitarian problems resulting from the continuation of the Kampuchean crisis.

Yugoslavia will continue to support all initiatives and efforts conducive to

international community, through the united Nations, by its request for solutions

and forces, the exclusion of anyone of which would cause the continuation of the

full support for the continuation of the efforts and contacts of the

destiny without outside pressure. In this cootext, we should like to reiterate our

Attempts from outside to impose an inter nal solution in Kampuchea have been

rejected resolutely by the Kampuchean people in their ten-year struggle and

resistance to foreign intervention and occupation. Similar 1y, most member s of the

the solution of the problem based on respect for the authentic interests and

through political means and for the withdrawal of foreign troops, has resolutely

with the equitable participation of all principal Kampuchean political groupings

rejected the attempts to legalize the situation created by foreign intervention and

Kampuchean problem on the basis of the General Assembly resolutions and the

aspirations of the people of Kampuchea freely and independently to decide on their

Kampuchea in a search for ways and means to reach a speedy solution of the

Over 300~OOO refugees from Kampuchea were forced to leave their country because of

purposes and pr inciples of the United Nations Charter.

secretary-General with all directly interested parties on factors concerning

" ,.... MT/ddm
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Since early last year, the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam has shown some

the broader area of SOuth-east Asia. Proceeding from that position, the Yugoslav

Mr. 1l800UN (SUdan) ~ My delegation considers that the Kampuchean question

(Hr. Pejic, Yugoslavia)
In conclusion, I should like to reiterate Yugoslavia's principled position

is the prerequisite for lasting stability and conditions of peace and security in

foreign occupation. The wi thdrawal of foreign troops from Kampuchean soil should

is essentially an issue of foreign occupation and alien aggression against a

does not sympathize with any arguments for the perpetuation of such flagrant

restoration of the independence, sovereignty and non-aligned status of Kampuchea,

that a comprehensive and just solution to the Kampuchean problem, based on the

sovereign and independent State Member of the united Nations. Hence my delegation

MT/ddm

delegation this year will again vote in favour of the draft resolution on Kampuchea.

positive responses to the universal demands for the withdrawal of Vietnamese forcesfrom Kampuchea. A tentative programme for the military withdrawal was even
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The fact that the International Conference on Kampuchea has not been convened

lasting solu tion to the Kampudlean problem. My delega tion asserts its full

Kampuchean people." (A/43/730, para. 24)

My delegation avails itself of this opportunity to pay a special tr ibute to

Kampuchean str!fe it is the sacr ed du ty of th is Assembly to ensure fir at that the

The wcxld community, therefore, rejoiced for some time that the Kampuchean

through genuine national reconciliation, without discrimination between the various

The third important aspect of the Kampuchean problem, in the view of my

the secretary-General in his report, when he states that

principles of the Charter of the United Nations and must adequately protect

"A co~rehensive settlement plan must be consistent with the basic •••

The second important aspect of the Kampuchean problem is well pinpointed by

the fundamental interests of the parties concerned and, above all, of the

Mr. Raffueeddin Ahmed, Special Representative of the secretary-General, for the

JVM/19

ccndemn or deplore any of the Kampuchean factlons.

Nations, the International Conference on Kampuchea and its Ad Hoc Conunittee in our

confidence in Hr. Ahmed's efforts and wishes him every success.

strenous efforts he is exerting in the process of the United Nations search for a

problem was on its way to a peaceful solution in the sarns manner and atmosphere as

continuous search for a solutioo to the problem. At this juncture in the

dominated the posi tive breakthrough wi tnessed elsewhere in areas of hot spots and
armed conflicts around the world.

delegation, is the necessity of continuing to utilize the auspices of the United

since 1981 should not discourage us~ nor should it distract our attention from theDigitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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(Mr. Abdoun, Sudan)fact that, given the international political will, the International Conference,under the able chairmansh ip of Hr. Leopold Gratz, is the bes t for um so far to
tackle the Kampuchean problem.

The fourth 1qlOrtant aspect of the Kampuchean problem that col\1l\ands the
attention of my delegation is the plight of the Karnpuchean refugees, who are the
victims of the war and aggression inside Kampuchea. It is apparent that their
suffer ing will have no end until the Kampuchean war is stopped and they are allowed
to return to their homes. My delegation is glad to note that the Secretary-General
reports that the prospects of voluntary repatriation appear to have improved q

especially for those repatr iaced on humanitarian grounds. However, we express our
deep concern at the obstacles faced by the United Nations in delivering relief
assistance and supplies to some refugee camps on and around the Kampuchean border.

The SUdan, as one of the world's major countries of asylum for refugees,
expresses its sympathy with and full support for the Royal Government of Thailand
in the light of the burden it is shouldering by accommodating vast numbers of
Kampuchean refugees. Countries of asylum for refugees are suffering and paying out
much more than the donors are delivering. The economies and infrastructures of the
countries of asylum are adversely affected by the prolonged presence of refugees
within their territories.

Mr. ODSTELLO (Australia): This is the tenth consecutive year that the
tragic circumstances in which the people of Cambodia find themselves have come
before the General Assembly. That the problem has been before us for so long
attests to the very great complexities and difficulties of the situation that is
faced in Cambodia. But this year we find ourselves in a situation that has changedfrom previous years, changed in some ways that give us more hope that a just and
long-term solution of Cambodia's devastating problems is coming within sight.
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2 1, fin~lly~ we have seen the report of the secretary-General indicatingi conti~t ing contacts among the parties involved and the offer to continue his good
office and any other approaches that might foster current diplomatic exchanges and

have 8~~ fered to a degree that is remarkable even for the turbulent post-war

(!r. Costello, Australia)
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le have seen, for example, the beginning of a dialogue process involving all

T[' s lessening of the rigidi ties of the past offers the chance of a just and

~ have seen a reaffirm~ation of Viet Nam's commitment to withdraw its troops

the lrties directly involved and other parties concerned - the Cambodian factions,

have seen a concern to engage in consultations on the problems of Cambodi~

(f-lS[ ), and Laos - at the Jakarta Informal Meeting held in Indonesia in July, a
proc ~ that is continui~g.

~' have seen an improvement in the atmospher.:! in the wider international

~ have seen a dialogue between Prince Sihanouk, Hun Sen and others, which

iClCOO Hlbodia by the end of 1990 and an announcement, on 26 May this year, th,;t;
SOq@@ of these troops would return to Viet Nam by the end of this year.

long-t f m solution to the problems of Cambodia being reached in the foreseable

bO€jQ, nearly ~ year ago and which we are about to see enter its third round in

practic 1 n~cessity. We, of course, are concerned for the stability and security

movirK1 the resolution of re~ional conflicts higher on the international agenda.

futulCC'o For Australia, as for \)thers, the search ft')r peace in Cambodia is a

Pw~ in a few days' time.

by C~~)\ <l and the Soviet Union, which met to discuss the issue for the first time at

arenwo ,ihich has seen the united States and the Soviet Union work together towards

Viot =am, the countties members of the Association of SOuth-East Asian Nations

hastefll:he prospects of a just and lasting solution to the problem.

a hi~ii\ level ::~rnc IOOnths ago.

of OUlL' ut of the wor ld ~ but, even more, W~ believe th~t the Khmer people, who

•
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(Mr. Costel1o!._~'!stralia)

per iod, should at: last: be left ill peace and should no longer be the victims of the

concerns and interests of others.

Since 1983 Australia has not joined in sponsoring the draft resolution on

Cambodia put forward by its ASEAN friends. This year we have rejoined as

Sponsors. w~ have done so because this draft resolution deals for the first time

with both essential elements of a solution. Those elements are simple: first,

Viet Nam must leave; secondly, Pol Pot must not return.

e -
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. (Hr. Costello, Australia)

A fundamental ccndi ticn for settlement has always been the wi thdrawal of
Vietnamese troops from Cambodia. As a matter of principle, Australia has not

accepted any country's claim to a right unilaterally to enter the sovereign
territory of its neighbours without their agreement. we cannot and do not c..::cepi:

any ccntentioo that Viet Nam was justified in uni~terally intervening in Cambodia
on the grounds of needing to assist in ousting Pol Pot becauso of the atrcci ties he

was inflicting. That was not the way to solve the problem. It was not a

justification for a military invasion. If military intervention could be condoned
on the pretext of imprO\1ing the complexion of a neighbour i09 Government, the
established principles of international law would be eroded and ultimately

deilb:oy~d. The result would be global anarchy in which the security of smaller and
weaker States would be at the mercy of more powerful neighbours.

But Viet Nam has now indicated that it will withdraw all of its troops from
Cambodia by the end of 1990. Vif!t Nam has indicated that 50,000 of its troops will

be withdrawn by the end of this year. We welcome that commitment on the part of

the Vietnamese Governl1!9nt and co!lU1lend it for that commitment, and we would urge

Viet Nam to fulfil it by that date, and preferably earlier. But surely the
responsibilities of the international community do not end there. If Viet Nam were
to leave tomorrow, does anybody here have My doubt b'hat would happen? The [(bmer
!buge, wi th the Pol Pot leader eh ip in place, would very soon be back in power.

There should be no doubt about that.

We have heard much talk of the right of the Khmer people to

self-determination. Does anybody here really believe that if Pol Pot returns the:

!t.'!mer people will have any chance at all to exercise that right?

we all recall the atrocities the Pol Pot Government perpetrated against its
own peopleo The deaths of I million people - maybe more - can be directly

attributed to the genocidd policies and ptactic:es of the Pol Pot regime, through
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policies and practices of Pol Pot is no solution at all but a potential disaster

prospects for an eventual settlement come to appear more achievable, the

(Mr. Costello, Australia)
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participate in resettlement efforts while cautioning against proposals which are

for Indo-Chinese refugees, including Cambodians, Australia will continue to

efforts include the voluntary repatriation of displaced Cambodians under guarantees

internalional community will need to focus increasing attention on how best to

In addi tion to the enormous political problems to be addressed there are

that, should they return, human rights would be respected. It is encouraging

~~e draft resolution as being a referendum on Pol Pot and a referendum on the right

unlikely to advance a permanent solu tion. It rema ins crucial to a solu tion tha t

by Pol Pot. That is why we consider it so important that the international

Let no one doubt that the leadership which perpetrated this genocide in the

internatiooal feeling that any solution iliat does not prevent the return of the

for the long-suffer ing Cambodian people.

EH/b9

assist Cambodians and resettle Cambodian refugees. As a major resettlement country

disqualify all those who led them from ever again exercising effective authority
and power over th~ Cambodian people. It is for that reason that we see the vote on

direct executions, forced labour policies in which Cambodian people were literally

organizations to which the secretary-General refers in his report. As the

most valuable efforts of international relief agencies and non-governmental

past would take up where it left off. The killing fields of Cambodia would once

only of Vietnamese occupation but also of the terror and murder inflicted upon them

compelling humanitarian aspects which remain urgent and significant, despite the

worked to daath, and other policies that made it impossible for people to survive.

again run with blood. The actions of Pol Pot, ~nich will ring in infamy, must

of the Khmer people to be able in practice to determine their own future, free not
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At this moment Australia believes that one of the best conributions Member

organizations. Our aim will continue to be to alleviate. human suffering and to

(Mr. Ccstello, Australia)
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to find a just, w\!ll-balanced and lasting solution that will br in9 peace to the

to read in the SOcretary-General' s report that prospects for voluntary

repatr iations to Cambodia appear to have improved.

Internatiooal agencies have continued to provide assistance in the

through such bodies as the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF., the Office of

Australia will remain a firm supporter of such activi ties and efforts to enhance a

It is in the interests of all Cambodians that all possible efforts should be

the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugeee and non-governmental

create conditions which will encourage Cambodians to remain in their country and

secure envirooment for the populations of the border camps. Moreover, Australian

aid directed to humanitarian needs inside Cambodia will continue to be prOYided

displaced Cambodians to consider retur ning.

human needs should meet a generous response from the international community.

continuing efforts by the Association of South-East Asian Nations States and other,.

Thai-Cambodian border area, in response to demonstrated humanitarian needs.

EH/b;

suffering Khmer paople. I commend the draft rt!solution to all delegations and ask

Embodying the two essential and fundamental principles, it is the result of

accelerated to find a peaceful solution in Canbodia, and in the meantime pressing

States can make to encourage progress to a peaQ!ful and long-term settlement in

Canbodia is to support the ASEAN draft resolution now befcxe the Assenbly.
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Mr. SALLAR (Gambia): It is now nearly a decade since the invasion of
Kampuchea by for.,ign forces. The invasion and the present occupation of Kampuc:hea
by Viet Nam has been un lver sally and r 19htly condellned as a gross viola tion of the
Uni ted Nations Charter, of the rights of the Kampuchean people to determine their
own destiny and of the pcinciple of non-interference in the internal affairs of an
independent and sovereign State. Besides the violations of these universal
principles, to which we all adhere, the occupation of Ka~chea has caused untold
suffering and widespread hardship to the people of itmpuchea. we are all a..,are of
the hundr eds of thousands of KafllPUcheans who, as a result of the oc:cupa tion of
their country, have become ei ther refugees ex displaced persons. As a result also,an intolerable burden has been placed upon neighbour ing coun~ ies of fir st asylulI,
particularly Thailand.

My delegation is also concerned about the repeated incursion~ by foreign
forces into Thai territory, which have heightened tension and generated secu:ity
r iske in the region.

The claim that the intervention in KaftlPuchea was motivated by the desire to
free the Kampuc:bean people froll a genocidal regime is incornpa tible wi th a decsde of
brutal use of force, resulting in untold suffering, death and destruction since the
invasion and illegal occupation of K8IIIpuchea by fOl:e1gn forces. Mili tary invasion
and subsequent occupation have no place in today's wor ld. small o>unu ieg like the
Galllbia - and indeed the whole internatiooal COIIIMuni ty - camot reMin cClllplacent oracquiesce in the face of massive and blatant violations of internationally
acceptable principles, regardless of the pretext and its origin, otherwise, a
dangerous precedent will be created that will allow some States arbitr.ar 11y to
arrogate to themselves the right to intervene and occupy other States, with no
collpUnctlon or with little regard for the basic tenets of universally acceptable
naflRS of interstate tela tlons.

_.5.F.--------.....--............---............--=---'~
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accordance wi th the expressed views of the vast major! ty of the intell"lational

Over the past nine years IIY delegation hae repeatedly called for a more

Notwi thstanding the new climate of conciliation land IIIJtual accomll'lOda tion that

(Mr. Sallah, Gambia)
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problem, which, if achieved, would undoubtedly lead to the norlllalization of the

that basic fundamental pr inciples ate at stake. The GaBbia's firm opposi tion to

suffering but also very severe security problems for the neighbouring States.

the general trend of events in today's wcxld to words easing international tension

creates insecurity foe others. The occupation of It_puchea causes not only

firm sund that no country can with inpunity define its secur ity in a way that

to the unacceptability of the UBe of force or the threat of use of force in the
conduct of inter-State relations. This is the main principle, apart from the

obvious hum!!ni tar ian factots~ tha t has ccapelled the Galllbia to support the search
for a just and peaceful solution. to the Kallpuchean problem. It. Is becoming
increasingly urgent in today's WOl'ld for the international cOllmunity to take the

were needed, of the need for the international co_unity to reaffirm its commitrllent

The tragic situation in Kampuchea is therefore yet another exallple, if any

BKS/jh

situation in SOuth-East Asia, an area that has suffered enough. This is in

detP.rmined and active search for a fair and just settlement of ~'e Kadpuchean

community as reflected in the successive resolutions adopted by the Assembly, and

all~ the nen-use of force in international disputes, are the foundation on twhich lIlY

aggression and the occupation of one State by another, rega'rdless of the pretaxt,

and its respect for independence, sovereignty and terri tor ial integrity and, above

appears to be evident in all parts of the wer Id, lilY ~elegation cannot but e!lphasize

and pr~ting the elimination of regional hotbeds of conflict.

LV
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However, the efforts of the memb~cs of the Association of South-East Asian Nations
(ASEAN), which resulted in the Jakarta Informal Meetinc'j, are of major

in the situation in Kampuchea. There is no shortage of initiatives and propusals.

(Mr. Sallah, Gambia)
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include all the interested parties. we are certain that the Jakarta Inforll8l

This should have the desired effect of creating conditions conducive to the

negotiations under the auspices of the united Nations.

the conflict, it is imperative that some sort of machinery exist that could set in

the sometimes wide divergencies of view of the regional and non-regional parties to

security of the cuuntries in the whole region.

BfS/jh

to this regional peace ini tiative. ~n our view, the Jakarta Informal Meeting is

delegm tion has all along based its total sup~rt for the efforts to br ing about ajust and durable political solution of the Kampuchean problem.
But progress towards this objective is contingent upcn the wi thdrawal of

United Nations. This is the key to the rest(X'O'1tion of Kampu::hea's independence and

foreign forces from Xampuchea as soon as possible, under the supervision of the

sovereignty. Needless to say, such a course of action will end the unnecessary

Despite our geographical separa tion from the reqion, we in the Gal\t)ia have
been following with great interest the effor.!zs to bring about a fundamental change

sufferings and hardships of the Kampuchean people and also enhance the full

SOuth-East Asia in general. Given the complexi ties of the Kampuchean problem and

Meeting has created the right atnlosphere•

lIotion a preliminary phase of informal discussions before proceeding to forul

attainment of a cOl'ftJllOn understandilig on the ultimate form of political solution, aswell as laying the groundwork for a future international conference that will

based on a realistic assessment of the situation in Kampucbea in particular and in

significance. The international community must continue to extend its full support

..
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Prince Narodom Sihanouk and on the basis of self-determination and national

Nations General Assembly.

. ,
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is currently engaged in a massive effort in ensur ing the safety and well-being of

to the KalllpUchean problemo Besides its political role, the United Nations systam

As in other regional conflicts dotted around the world, the United Nations has

K&lIINchean problem, in accordance with the relevant resolutions of the United

countries directly concerned in the region, were able to assemble for the purpose

In fact, we are convinced that the Jakarta Informal MEeting is an important

step in the efforts of ASFAN to do away with armed conflict and confrontation and

the indefati9abl~ efforts of the United Nations Secretary~neral,

Kampuchean civilians who have sought shel ter along the Thai-Kampuchean border.

shift the emphasis to politicl dialogue and genuine negotiations in the best

In addition to the laudable efforts of ASEAN and the Jakarta Informal Meeting,

interest of all concerned. The Jakarta Informal Meeting was also very significant

admirable is the connon understanding reached on the ultimate form of solution to

achievement that deserves our congratulati~ns and full support. Even more

search for a peaceful solution to the problem. This in itself is lA remarkable

in that, for the first time, all parties directly involved, as well as the

peaceful, neutral and nen-aligned Kampuchea, under the leadership of

the KaJlpuchean probleJll, namely, the establishment of an independent', ~oyereign,

of taking confidence-building measures and removing all possible obstacles in the

an illportant and constructive role to play in the sesrch for a poll tical solution

8I6/jh

tribute to the 8ecretary-General and his Special Representative for their

Mr. Perez de Cuellar. At this juncture, my delegation would like to pay a speoial

e<nmendable efforts in the search for a comprehensive and durable settlement of the

other initiatives and parallel efforts have been undertaken. Here we have in mind
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Me hope that the humanitarian assistance of the united Nations and various

vast majocity of the international community.

of the Assembly.

(Hr. Sallah, Gambia)
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international community to a peacefUl process of solving the problem, within the
fra_work of the Charter of the United Nations and for the enhancement of
in terna tiClflal peace and aecud ty. It there fore mer! ts the suppor t of all member 8

The draft resolution reaffirms the commitment of the co-sponsors to achieving

pr:oduce decisive collective action persist elsewhere for years uncandemed. The

ptOlllOt0 the rights of humanity wherever they may be violated, threatened or

narrow limi ts of self-interest and poll tical expediency. Our task is to uphold and

item, of which my delegation is proud to be a sponsor after careful and thoughtful

partisan politicsJ nor must a situation whose mere appearance in one region can

attach@s to the pr inciples of human rights and their protection wherever they are

Finally, my delegation, as in the past, stands ready to provide support for

hUllan rights of all Kampucheans must always be protected.

violated, if I did not state categorically that our responsibilities transcend the

I would be failing in my duty, mindful of the importance that the Gamia

endorsement by the Assembly would reaffirm the coJilnlon coJlll1litment of the entire

otherwise compromised. This sacred trust must not be sacrificed on the altar of

all genuine initiatives and proposals that can bring about a constructive dialogue

countr iee wUl be continued in order to prevent any further aggravation of the

reflection, is compatible with the principles I have cited. It also reaffirms
previous General Assembly resolutions which have been consistently supported by the

between the parties to this conflict. The draft resolution submitted under this

a joint" comprehensive political solution to the Kmnpuchean problem. Its

existing major humani tar ian problems.
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Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) resulted in the convening in

Jakarta Meeting. As can be seen from the outcome of the Informal Meeting,
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Mr. DUGERSUREN (Mongolia) (interpretation from Russian): The process of

horr ib1e crime of genocide - must never be allowed to come back to power in

guarantees to the interested parties that Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge - guilty of the

the withdrawal of the Vietnamese troops from Kampuchea, which will be carried out

on the need to solve two key issues that are very closely interrelated - namely,

under lying any settlement m~st be agreement between all the parties to the Meeting

dialogue and polt tica1 negatia tions that is developing in the wcxld today has not

problem, as SC'': forth at the recent meeting of the Working Group established at the

initiation of regional dialogue on this important issue. It also opened up

Meeting put an end to the confrootation that had lasted for so long, and led to the

In the joint proposal of the People's Republic of Kampuchea, the Lao People's

bypassed South-East Asia, in~luding the problem of Kampuchea.

Kampuchea and must not be given any military technology whatsoever.

The efforts of the People's Republic of Kampuchea, the Lao People's DellOcratic

deal with the problem of Kampuchea. we share the view that the Jakarta Informal

prospects for the working out of a comprehensive, just and lasting settlement. The

Indonesia in July this year of the Informal Meeting of representatives of the four

Democratic Republic and the SOcialist Republic of Viet Nam we find specific

sides in Kampuchea and representatives of other countries in South-East Asia to

measures for achieving a settlement of the international aspects of the Kamp.1chean

against the background of a general political settlement; and accompanying

Government of the people's Republic of Kampuchea was to a large exten';: responsible

Bcr/ljb

seven-point proposal that was put forward at the Jakarta Informal Meeting by the

for the positive outcome and made the Meeting an effective negotiating forum.
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settlement.

and security in. SOuth-East Asia, has been payed also by the Governments of the

security Council, the countries that served as host to the sixth, seventh and

(Mr. Duger.suren, Mongolia)
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fundamental purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter and the

People's Republic of Kampuchea. An important role, designed to strengthen peace

we greatly appreciate the good offices of the secretary-General and his

Positive developments in the region have been possible thanks primarily to the

BCl'/ljb

In this connection, the proposal to convene an internationaJ conference, with

these efforts by the Governments of the People's Republic of Kampuchea, the Lao

The Government of the lobngolian People's Republic has consistently supported

Lao People's Democratic Republic put forward at the Jakarta Meeting.

and its status as a non-aligned oountry, following the achievement of a poli tical

the participation of the parties directly concerned, the permanent members of the

secretary-General, is very important. This would be a meeting to resolve the

three Indochinese countr les. This can be seen once again in the initia tive of the

policy of national reconciliation pursued actively by the Government of the

Personal Representative in providing assistance in the quest for ways and means of

zone of peace, stability and co-operation.

legitimate interests of the parties concerned - primarily the Kampuchean people.

People's Democratic Republic and the SOcialist Republic of Viet Ham to ensure a

question relating to guarantees of the sovereignty and independence of Kampuchea

political settlement of the Kampuchean problem and to turn South-East Asia into a

acbieving a poll tical settlement of this problem, in accordance wi th the

eighth conferences of the flbvement of Non-Aligned Countr ies, and the United Nations
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conference the foreign ministers welcomed the Jakarta Informal Meeting and

SOcialist Republics on this problem, and also the forthcoming meeting between Hun

(Mr. Dugersuren, Mongolia)
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that the remaining Vietnamese troops should begin wi thdrawing in late 1989 or early

4 OCtober this year and addressed to the secretary-General of the United Nations o

Foreign Minister of the Peopleos Republic of Kampuchea, Hr. Hun Sen, dated

prablem is set forth in the letter of the Chairman of the Council of Ministers and

the People's Republic of Kampuchea to achieve a swift settlement of the Kaq»uchean

troops have already been wi thdrawn from Kampuchea. The desire of the Government of

BC1'/ljb

that, wi th the goodwill and active co-opera tion of all the par ties concerned, it

The Secretary-General's report on the situation in Kampuchea reflects the hope

example of this is the communique of the conference of foreign ministers of the

we support also the initiative of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries

non-aligned countries that was held in Nicosia early in september. At that

Our delegation believes it necessary to use all channels that could pronote a

a view to achieving a politcal settlement of the Kampuchean problem. A very clear

The international community supports the process that has been initiated with

sp€edy settlement of the Kampuchean problem. It is against that background that we
view the dialogue between the People's Republic of China and the Union of Soviet

designea to promote the process of a polilical settlement of this problem.

expressed support for the initiatives taken there.

Socialist Republic of Viet Nam is the fact that about two thirds of the Vietnamese

The letter, inter alia, confirms that the People's Republic of Kampuchea is willing

Convincing proof of the goodwill of the People's Republic of Kampuchea and the

1990, within the context of an acceptable political settlement.

should be possible to restore peace to Kampuchea within a reasonable time-frameo
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(Mr. Duger suren, tbngol iC!.)

In the light of those developments, world public apinion was justified in

expecting that the f:Jni,ted Nations would supPort the proCess begun 1~ Jakarta and

that this session of the General ASsenbly would take steps to maintain and develop
this forward movement. It was also natural to expect that all the countries of

SOUth-East Asia would be guided in their activi ties in the United Nations by the
spir it of the Jakarta Meeting.

However, the draft resolution submitted to the General Assembly on the

situation in Kampuchea is far from living up to s\!ch expectations. It does not

take account of the actual situation in the region and quite clearly departs from

an objective evaluation of developments there. In fact, it once again attempts to
justify the illegal representation of the Kampuchean people in the United Nations.
Hence, this document cannot help the General Assembly take steps to promte and
bting about the first movement towards the attainment of a political settlement of
this complicated situation in SOuth-East Asia, in accordance with the purposes and
principles of the United Nations Charter.
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(Mr. Dugersuren, ltbngo1ia)

MlG/jh

Moreover, the proposed dra ft r eso1u tion is based on the old posi tion whi ch

casts a doubt on the very existence of the sovereign Government of the People's

Republic of Kampuchea, which enjoys the support of the Kampuchean people and

exercises full and effective control over the entire territory of the country. The

adoption of such a resolution could thus play into the hands of forces that are not

interested in having a settlement of the problem in the true interests of the

Kampuchean people and of peace and securi ty in the region.

Accordingly, the r-bngolian delegation will find itself obliged to vote against

the adoption of the draft resolution in document A/43/L.12.

Mr. TIOMPSON (Fiji): The recent history of Kampuchea is a record of

suffer ing, br avery and persever ance by a proud people in the face of extreme

adver sity. That the people of Kampuchea have refused to succumb to the

victimization and oppression of an invading tyrant is a tribute to their remarkable

spir it and res ilience, as well as to their undimin ishable hope for a better life

poignantly described by Mr. Son Sann this morning. The undaunted vigour of

Prince Sihanouk and the abiding commi tmen t of the member countr ies of the

Association of South-East Asian Nations (MEAN), together with their many other

international supporters has kept the situation in Kampuchea at the forefront of

the war Id conscience.

'1nce more, and for the tenth successive year, this Assembly is debating the

situation in Kampuchea. This is more than a mere ritual; the General Assembly is

fUlfilling one of its most sacred duties, that is, on the basis of fundamental

principles, to uphold the inalienable rights of oppressed peoples to

self-determination and freedom.

Since Viet Nam's invasion of Kampuchea in 1978, the international community

has repeatedly called for a negotiated settlement. The main elements of such a

settlement were elaborated as long ago as the July 1981 International Conference on
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Kampuchea.

The tenacity of the ~FAN countries and the refusal of the international

(Kr. Thoft!?SCll, Fiji)
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CQ1tr8ry to specific provisions of the United Nations Charter, a deliberate

in Kamp'.Jchea cannot be allowed to persist.

threat internationally. In the context of the widening and accelerating moves

The invasiofi caused dislocation, turmoil and suffering over a wide area and

innocent people of Kampuchea the suffer ing that its own people endured.

turbule,\t past instead of taking on the role of an invadar and inflicting on the

Kampuchea and include the complete wi thdrawal of Vietnamese forces, the right of
the Kampuchean people to determine their own future and the restoration of the

independence, sovereignty, territorial integrity and non-aligned status of

peace and stability in SOUth-East Asia and constitutes a potent destabilizing

Even after ~any years of intense campaigning, Viet Nam's considerable military

towards peace in every Qther conflict situation in the wexld toeay, the situation

from becoming a fait accompli. The c;onflict continues seriously to jeopardize

community to let the matter rest has prevented the illegal situation in Kampuchea

forces have conUnued to hold their own, and the Coalition Government of Democratic

refugees in T •. "iland~ i"8ing a heavy burden on that country and on other s who

MIG/jh

international oommunity. The conflict has not only devastated Kampl!chea but has

more than a quarter millio:a Kampucheans fled the country. Most of them are

Kampuchea remains firmly supported by Kampucheans and un iversally recognized by the

also pauperized Viet Nam itself. Viet Nam should have learned from its own recent

policy ef transm19ration to change the demography of certain par.ts of Kampuchea has

might has not been able to subdue the Kamp.Jchean people. Kampuchean resistance
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towards peace in Kampuchea.

Special Representative have also been active in searching for a way to facilitate

independent, sovereign, peaceful, neutral and non-aligned Kampuchea, based on
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the one in South-East Asia, have undoubtedly increased considerably in recent

the restoration of peace /Snd the settlement of many hotbads of tension, including

Hr. ZAlO'IDOtY (CzechoslOVakia) (interpretation from Russian); Hopes for

delegations to support this wrthy resolution and in the process take one ~re step

MLG/jh

The eight-point plan put forward by the Coalition Government of Democratic

the Kampuchean people and to restore the rightful GoI1ernment in the country.

The overwhelming majority of the international community wishes for a just and

intensified, in the hope that a solution can soon be found to end the suffer lng of

We commend and support the initiative and continUing efforts of the members of

the peace process. we join others in urging that these efforts be continued and

pt'oblem of Kampuchea, again confirming its genuine willingness and determination to
search for a just and durable solution tn the Kampuchean problem.

Jakarta Informal Meeting at which progress was made to work towards establishing an

(Hr. ThO!!J>sOli'l, Fiji)

also been perpetrated by Viet Nam. This pr~ctice hets been thocoughly cmdel1l\ed by
the international community.

ASEAN to find a just and lasting solution. we welcome the outcome of the July

years. Czechoslovakia has been glad to see the glimmer.s of progress in moving

Kupuchea in March 1986 received wide endorsement and support. Last August that
Government put forward a proposal for a conprehensive political settlement of the

self-determination and natiooal reconciliation. The secretary-General and his

durable settlement in Kampuche&. The Pl'esent draft resolution, which has been

a settlement. Fiji is pleased to be one of the sponscxs, and we urge all

amended to reflect current realities, contains all the elements essential for such
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also welcomed their decision to ccntinue the talks.
One milestone - indeed, it was a kind of breakthrough in the process of
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the Kampuchean problem and the establishment of peace and stability in SOuth-East

We thus feel this provides a good basis for further talks on a settlement of

Association of SOuth-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) also participated. After 10 years

Ka1llpuchean problem must be settled by political means and that, along with the

interests of the Kampuchean people. The agreements reached emphasized that the

respect for the interests of all participating parties and pr imarily the legi timate

the meeting was a victory for the forces th~t sought. nutual understanding and

aspects of the Kampuchean situation, inter~l and international. The success of

Meeting, in which all four Kampuchean political parties participated and

finding a settlelllent to the Kampuchean situation - was the Jakarta Informal

representatives from other countries of Indo-China and the States of the

(~r. Zapotocky, Czechoslovak ia)
towards a solution to the Kampuchean conflict. We welcomed the beginning of the
political dialogue between the political parties to the conflict and the two rounds

of confrontation, it was pcssible to begin a true dialogue on a settlement of all

MOO/jh

withdrawal of the vietnamese volunteers, it would also be necessary to establish
guarantees that would exclude any return of the inhuman Pol Pot regime to political

Run sen, and Prince Norodom Sihanouk, which were held last year in France, and we

11 fe in Kampuchea.

of talks between the Head of Government of the People's Republic of Kampuchea,
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people' s Republic of Kampuchea. The decision by the GoVl;!rnment of the People' s

up the wi thdrawal of the' V~etnamese troops.

Republic of Kampuchea and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam for a complete

(Hr. Zapotocky, Czechoslovak la)
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Kampuchea. Avoiding these issues would in fact mean revising th~ agreed principles

unity, territorial integrity and peace-loving, neutral and non-aligned status of

rights of the Kampuchean people, primarily for the independence, sovereignty,

cessation of the Vietnamese military presence in Kampuchea by the end of 1990 is

constructive approach of the countries of lnde-China to a settlement of the

the Pol Pot regime, which brought nothing but suffer lng and grief to Kampuchea

problem and it has to be considered in the general context of a settlement of the

This question of the withdrawal of Vietnames6 troops is only one aspect of the

whole. We regard the decision on the wi thdrawal of 50,000 Vietnamese volunteers by

the ori9inal units in Kampuchea have already teen withdrawn~ Also all the high

still valid. A political settlement of the Kampuchean problem would simply speed

Kampuchean problem and an improvement of the situation in South-East Asia as a

the end of this year al:l a step to meil!t the other side - and an important step.

command of the Vietnamese troops has returned to the Socialist Republic of

NR/bg

This outcome would not have been possible without the good political will of

all participating parties. Czechoslovakia appreciates the responsible and

during the years it was in power there. Along with the withdrawal of the

Viet Nam, and the remaining Vietnamese uni~s there are under the command of the

patties in Kampuchea. There must be str ict respect for the fundamental national

would have unforeseeable consequences for the fUltur~ of the itampuc:hean people.

overall Kampuchean situation. The world co~ou.nity cannot countenance the return of

Vietnamese troops,.it is also necessary to end outst..de support of the political

for a Kampuchean settlement contained in the communique of the Jakarta Meeting and

This, incidentally, is the seventh reduction ~f troops since 1982. TWo thirds of
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living in the region.

Viet Nam and the tao People's Democratic Republic introduced a new, colIIPrehensive
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and between the political parties in Kampuchea. The present developnents, we feel,

they have simply escalated confrontation between the countri.es of SOuth-Eut Asia

settlement of the conflict. On the contrary, because they have been 80 one-sided,

Assembly for the ninth time. The decisions taken so far have not prolllOted a

This item, wThe situation in Kampuchea-, is on the agenda of the General

takes account of the interests of all participating parties. It Is a go0c:9 basis

one. It not only reflects the realities of ~e situation in Kampuc:hea but also

Czechoslovakia regards that five-point proposal as an important and constructive

international supervision. All countries must fully respect this process. A

(Mr. Zapotocky, Czechoslovakia)
The people of Kampumea need peace, a lasting and just peace. we fully agree

At the recent meeting of the working group established at the Jakarta Meeting
the delegations of the P~ple's Republic of KUlpuchea, the SOcialist Republic of

fex discussion and for a search for a just political settleMent of the Kampuahean

QI.Jltural. This policy is in the basic interests of every country and every people

The countries of lnde-Cni",a have fex a long tims been trying to establish in

proposal for a settlement of the international aspects of the Kampuchean problem.

equality and mutual benefit in all areas, economic, scientific, technological and

that the Kampucnean people must themselves settle the question of their political,

a ZMe of peace, freedom, neutrality, friendship and co-operation.

relations between all States in SOuth-East Asia and would help to uke that region

peaceful settlement of the Kampuchean problem would help to introduce a n... set of

without any outside interference, through free and democratic elections under

economic and social system in accordance with their traditions and aspirations and

South-East .Asia a new era of co-operation that would be effective, based on

NR/b9
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fulfil our legitillDte aspirationa, and it is one-sided. That being the case, we

parties in Karapucheao

thus, after many years of tension and confrontation, for the fir at time

,.
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Gm'. ~ '.,.' ' .:... ,.,' . . ..

interests uf the people of KalllpUchea. Unfortunately, that has not baten the Cia".,

agreement among the parties and supporting th. initiatives directed towards

the United Nations and ·that this debate would ROVe tow~r~~ promoting greater

Thus it was logical to believe that this new situaticn would be reflected in

promoting dialogue dlnd regicnal co-opera ticn and respect fex the legi tiraa te

role of the United Nations in settling regi~nal conflicts, our Organization must

feeling of political realism Dnd responsibility prompts us not to lose this

the Kampuchean conflict has bEen stagnating for 90 Many years. The entire world

(Hr. ZapotoekYt- CzechoelovDk ta)

are creating favourable conditions for finding a ~y out of this deadlock in which

this probl~. However, the dfaft resolution 1n document A/43/L.l2 does not in fact

the settlement of the Kampuchean prcblell as well. We believe that tbis is the til'le

make full use of the opportunity Presented to it and increase it:$ participation in

Mr. \lELAZ(J) SAN J02,! (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish): When we met

to change the old tired stereotypes used in the discussion of the K_puebean
problem. we need a realistic basis fer further IIOvement ahod in the solution 0,£

negotiations have taken place between 'ehe countries of the region Md between the

cannot support it.

NR/bg

peaceful negotiated solution to the K~l!lpuchean problem. In the past: few months

here last year we were aware that certain events were taking place in South-East

real possibilities have emerged for the attainllent of a negotiated solution, and

community must do its utmost to ensure that this opportunity is not lest. A

opportunity. At this time, when we have heard so many favourable appraisals of the

and led us to think that the correct approach had been adopted towards finding a

Asia in general and in Kampuchea in particular which provided grounds for optimism

-
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draft resolution 8utul1tted to the Ass.-bly for consideration, instead of

and dialogue which took place there allOng all parties.

.ituation in KMpudlea. The 88111e poe$.tions have led to a situation wherein the

, .
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detente and co-operation, thus ignoring or 1I'1nillizlng the process of negotiation

strengthening the consensus reached recently at' the Jakarta Informal Meeting,
wakens it, as it contains ele.ents that 'lean towards confrentaUo!l and not towards

(Hr. Vel.ace San Jose, Cuba,)
•• there are still certain positions which tend to ignore recent positive events
that should arouse hopes for the achiev...nt of a political settlement of the

HR/bg

_._:_--------------~
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(Nr. Velazco Sail Jose, Cuba)

Everyone is aware that the results of the Jakarta Informal Meeting, the

agreement between President Hun sen and Prince Sihanouk to meet again in Paris to

continue discussion of the internal issues concern i09 Xaapudlea in a spiri t of
national reconciliation, and the initiatives of the Chairman of the Non-Aligned
Moyelllent, which CCDpl1tlllent and strengthen the results attained in Jakarta, no't only
broke the stalemate on the Kampuchean question but also created a favourable

climate for reaching an early solution to the Kampuchean problem. Central to this
is the recognition by the countr ies of the region that are directly involved of the
two key interrelat6d issues, that is, the withdrawal of Vietnamese forces from
Ka~chea and the nen-return to the country of the Pol Pot regime with its

universally condemned genocidal policies and ~actices.

The international ool'llllunity should not remain aloof to the events that have
taken place in SOUth-East Asia, nor should it ignore the political will of the
Government of the People's Republic of Ka1llPuchea and the Government of the Republic

of Viet Nam, as expressed through the process of national reconciliation which is
taking place in Kawpuchea, and ehe steps already taken by Viet Ram to bring about a
complete wi thdrawal of its forces from Kampuchea by 1990, in particular the
withdrawal of 50,000 troops between June and December of this year, all of which
constitute activities which foster improved understanding and confidence in the
region and promote peace and stability there.

In this atmospht!re of cWt,~nte and the search for peaceful solutions to

conflicts, the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of tho Non-Aligned Movement meeting in
Nicosia . from 5 to 9 september

"welcomed the Jakarta Informal Meeting, held from 25 to 28 July 1988, and

urged all parties concerned to intensify their efforts to achieve a speedy
solution to the problem; considered important the initiative of the Chairman

of the r,'ovement to e~plore the possibilities and prospects for the Movement

4
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wishes of us all.

(Mr ~ Velazco San Jose, Cuba)
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in poll tica1 ideology, has repeatedly taken a clear stance Oil the continuing
viol.ations of Cambodia's independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity. The

The overwhelming majority of the international community, despite differences

General AsserJbly has consistently called for a withdrawal of the Vietnamese

a solution to this problem, which is the result of a foreign armed intervention and

The problem of Cambodia has been before the international coJllllunity for over

just agreement acceptable to all the parties that will bring about peace and

Mr. ZE~ (Greece): I have the honour to speak on behalf of the

At the ~egional level, the first steps have already been taken to bring about

quest~on) and agreed that this initiative and the Jakarta Informal Meeting

were complementary, TIl1tually supportive processes, and that the Movement would

to contribute to the search for a peaceful settlement of the Kampuchean

give its valuable support to the regional initiative taken at the Jakarta

the war vocabul,uy that has existed so far. It is now up to the United Nations to
provide a favourable framework for negotiation and dialogue, and thus to foster a

12 Sta tes memer s of the European Communi ty •

occupying forces. Last year, the draft resolution on Cambodia was supported by

dem:>cratit:, sovereign, neutral and non-aligned Kampuchea, in keeping with the

"goodwill" and "national reconciliation" have taken form and will finally replace

JSM,h\P

stability in the region, which is so essential to building a peaceful, independent,

occupation in flagrant violation of the United Nations Charter and of international

nine years. A return to peace and stability in South-East Asia is contingent upon

an easing of tensions in the south-East Asian region, and the words "dialogue",
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(~r. Zepos, G-eece)

117 countries, including the 12 States menDers of the European Community. This
vote in favour of the draft resolution, the largest ever, should make Viet Nam

understand 'd1e strength of world-wide opposi tion to its unlawful and oppress ive
policy.

The Twelve have constantly supported the inalienable right of the Cambodian
people to determine their own destiny wi~out outside interference. The presen~

regime in l'hnom Penh, which owes its existence, to the presence of Vietnamese

forces, has no claim to legitimacy. The Canbodian people must be given the

oppqrtunity to pt'eserve their culture and national identity and to establish a

pluralistic society, involVing respect for human rights and pronotion of social
justica.

There can be no return to the universally condemned policies and practices of
a recent past. I wish to emphasize in this connection that the Twelve have no
intention whatSOEver of contributing to the restoration of the abhorrent Pol Pot
regime in Cambodia. we share the collective outrage felt by the wcx1d community at

the ~errible abuses inflicted on the Cambodian people under that regime. But tais

cannot justify Viet Nam's illegal occupation and its imposition of an il1egiti~te

regime.

Since the last General Assembly there has been much constructive diplomatic
activity. In particular, the start of a dialogue between the parties directly
involved and other concerned countr ies has given rise to hopes that prospects for a
negotiated settlellent have improved. In this connection, the process begun at the
Jmtarta Informal Meeting, which took place on 27 and 28 July of this year, was an

encouraging step towa1:'ds a poli tica1 solution of the conflict. We reiterate our
firm support for the constructive efforts made by the Association of South-East

Asien Nations (ASEAN) aimed lDt enabling the CanOodian people freely to decide their
own future. Nothing short of jnternationally supervised geh~ra1 and free elections
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(Mr. Zepos, Greece)

can sa tisfy the genu ine aspirations of the Cambodian people to self-determina tion

and independence.

We also wish to stress our full support for the central role that

Pr ince Norodom SihanouK is playing in the search for a negotiated poli tical

settlement. It is clear that he will have an essential role in a new independent,

derrocra tic, neu tral and non-aligned Cambodia.

The aim of the General Assembly must be to give impetus to efforts to achieve

a negotiated settlement, not one imposed by force of arms. The decis ive step

towards a settlement is the complete and unconditional withdrawal of all foreign

occupation troops from Cambodia under effective international supervision and

control, as well as guarantees that Vietnamese forces will not re-enter Cambodia

after their withdrawal. While noting the announcement by Viet Nam of its intention

to pull out 50,000 troops by the end of this year, we believe that partial

wi thdrawal is incompa tible wi th the repea ted resolutions adopted by the Gener al

Assembly. The Twelve urge Viet Nam to withdraw all its troops from Cambodia and to

abide by successive United Nations resolutions. We call upon all concerned to

pur sue their efforts to achieve a just and comprehensive solution in accordance

wi th these resolutions and the pr inciples adopted by the International Conference

on Kampuchea.
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(Mr 0 Zepos, Greece)

The situation within Cambodia and in the Thai border area remains virtually
unchanged. Wi thin Cambodia the war continues to take its toll of the civilian

~pulation. The Cambodian resistance cootinues to struggle against the occupying
troops. Another matter of concern is the reports of demographic changes imposed in
Canbodia by the occupatioo forces. The prolonged Vietnamese occupation is

increasingly acquiring colonial overtones.

It is important not to overlook the humanitarian aspects of the problem. In

the last 12 months even more Cambodians have been forced by the cootinued fighting

and instability in their country to flee to the Thai-Cambodian border. Once again

the Twelve urge Viet Nam to cease its cross-border incursions into Thailand and its
artillery attacks. Such acts are clear violations of international law and only

add to the suffering of the population in the refugee camps. We share the concern
ex~essed by the Secretary-General about the security and protection of the border

population and the need to respect their basic human rights. As the

5ecretary-General's report makes clear, it is essential that regular and unhindered

access be prOl1ided to all the evacuation sites.

The presence of over a quarter of a million refugees in encampments in

Thailand places a heavy burden on that country. No humanitar~",'n efforts should be
spared by the international community for the relief of the refugees. The Twelve
want once more to pay a tr ibute to the Government of Thailand for its humani tar ian
efforts. They reiterate the commitment of the European COlmlunity and its member

States to cootinue to support the relief effort, including programmes co-ordinated

by the United Nations Border Relief Operation. In so doing, we do not forget the

excellent role played by voluntary organizations canprising nationals of the member
countries of the European Community. HOIever, despite the humanitarian efforts of
the international community, there can be no end to the suffering of the Cambodian
people without a comprehensive political settlement of the conflict. There is no
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doubt that the full wi thdrawal of Vietnamese troops and the re-establishment of a
genuine peace in Cambodia would open the way to international co-operation for the

(Mr. zepos, Greece)
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In conclusion, the Twelve wish to reiterate once again their full support for

the efforts of the secretary-General, his represe:1t:atives and the Ad Hoc Committee

of the International Conference on Cambodia aimed at paving the way to a just and
peaceful solution of t.he tragic situation in Cambodia. The 'l\tIelve will give their
full support to the draft resolution tabled by the AS&\N countries, as they have to

similar draft resolutions in the past.

No country professing adherence to the purposes and pr inciples of the Charter

of the United Nations can escape its duty also to do so.

Mr. STROMFDIM (Sweden): Once again the agendl item concerning the tragic

si tuation in Kampucbea is before the General Assembly. The people of Kampuchea
have for many years now been cubject to immense suffering. The country has been
deprived of its right to independence, sovereignty and territorial integr ~.

The historical facts are all well known~ the Inde-Chinese conflict, which
drew Kampucllea int~ war; the atrocious acts of genucide carried out systematically

by the Pol Pot regime; "the Rubsequent intervention of foreign armed forces,

entailing furth~r bloodshed, suffering and convulsive internal confrontation - in

short, a country tormented and in turmoil.

It is indeed imperative that a peacefUl solution to the conflict now be

reached. The independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of Kampuchea must
be restored and preservt:d. The Kampuchean people must be allowed freely to

exercise its right to self~etermination. In this connection we find jt necessary

to point out that the Swedish posi tion remains that in the present circlimstances no
Government can be regarded as the legitimate representative of the Kampuchean

people.

~ "t, • • ... . ' • -, • •
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circumstances be cond~sd.

facilitate such a solution.

(Mr. Stromholm, Sweden)
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assistance to the Kampuchean refugees is still needed. Sweden, for its part, is

Until peace and normal conditions have been restored in Kampuchea a continUing

swedish Govermaent supports the work of the Secretary-General in seek ing ways to

m~ement towards a Peaceful solution of the conflict. I have in mind, inter alia,

My Government welcomes these developnents. it is essential that all parties

all its troops from Kampucbea.

Phnom Penh Government. Viet Nam, for its part, has expressed readiness to withdraw

regi~. Furthermore, discussions are taking place between Prin~ Sihanouk and the

withdrawn from Kampuchea by the end of 1990, and perhaps in 1989. There are, of

My Foreign Minister has just conpleted a visit to the region. He had a strong

the Jakarta Informal Meeting last July and the subsequent discussions in the

ltM/ddJft

course, many other problems which remain to be solved, therefore the timing is

impressioo from his vario.ls talks thet the parties involved are eager to see a
speedy solution to the problem. Viet Nam mainu!ns that its troops will be

In the past year we have witnessed an encouraging trend of dialogue and

important.

Needless to say, the basic element of a peaceful settlement is the complete

concerned now pursue their efforts in a spirit of good faith and determination in

direct con blcts and exchanges of v iews between all parties c:oncer ned in the

withdrawal of all Vietnamese troops from KaJ1'4i)uchean territory. The continued

heavy burden rests on neighbour.ing countries, particularly Thailand. International

ordf:l~ th12t a comprehensive peaceful settlement may be reached without delay. The

working group created by that meeting. This process has made possible necessary

Vietnamese military presence constitutes a blatant violation of the united Nations
Charter and of fundamental principles of international law. It can in no
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humanitarian task of providing food and services to, and protection for, the
civilian population.

been introduced which reflect recent developnents •

(Hr. Stromholm, SWeden)
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The draft resolution submitted for our consideration contains the principal

..

In the event of a political settlement of the conflict, Sweden would view

the parties concerned to enable the United Nations to carry out its important

In his report this year on the situation in Kampuchea the secretary-General

deteria:ated further in past months. These developments are highly deplocable and

prepared to continue to support the Kampuchean humanitarian assistance programme.

ltM/ddm

cQl'l\ponents of a peaceful solution of the conflict. This year new elements have

favourably appeals foe assistance to a joint United Nations programme for all

must be corrected. Thus it is imperative that all necessary measures be taken by

has once again expressed concern at the lack of regular and unhindered access tocertain evacuation sites in the area. In fact, the situation seems to have

affected Ka~ucheans.
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Nations, which received the Nobel Peace Prize for 1988.

the bternational prestige I,)f the United Nations and have led to greater

parties in resolving regional conflicts. FOr its part, Sweden has always closely

(Mr. Stronilolm, Sweden)
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first few days concerning an end to the so-called regional conflicts has diminished

As the General Assembly has progressed, the perhaps excessive optimism of the

outstanding staff, as well as that of the peace-keeping forces of the United

recognition of the outstanding role of the secretary-General and some of his most

integrity. It also em(."hasizes the right of the Kampuchean people to

the great progress achieved on several of the world's most intense conflicts, most

session of the General Assembly began on a note of considerable optimism because of

Mr. WTIERREZ (Costa Rica) (interpretatioo from Spanish): The current

way possible the achievement of a peaceful solution.

followed developments in the region and stands ready and willing to assist in any

policies and practices of the recent past. As in previous years, the resolution

Th is year we have also wi tnessed the way in wIli ch the Uni ted Na tions can help

still in need, especially along the Thai-Kampuchean border and in the various

community to continue to pr~ide emergency assistance to those Kampucheans who are

Ka~chean problem must provide for the non-return to the universally condemned

encampment.s in Thailand. This year Sweden has become a sponsor of the resolution,

making any progress towards a so1l!tion. These events have si9'lificantly enhanced

which we have found to be balanced in its reflection of new developments.

MT/edd

self-determination free from outside interference. It appeals to ~le international

The conviction is also expressed that any just and lasting solution of the

sOlllewhat, although our hopes still stand and we are continuing our efforts. OUr

of which had been on the agenda of the General Assembly for many years without our

clearly spells out Kampuchea's right to independence, sovereignty and territorial
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complexity. There still remain certain of the factors that were central to the

of the Kampuchean people and to work towards the restoration of an independent,

self-determination and the national reconciliation of Kampucheans, even though no

(Hr. Gutier rez, Costa Rica)
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Kampuchean people to determine their future without foreign interference.

has not yet been liberated. In the light of that fact, the position of the General

has been since 1978. Vietnamese troops continue to occupy Kcurpuchea. This country

should 9uide the action of the General Assembly. The situation is the same as it

before. Nonetheless, as we conduct our debate there is one incontestable fact that

surfaced within the movement supportiOC] Kampuchea, which had stood as a solid bloc

withdrawal of foreign troops. we have witnessed the divergent views which have

Assemly to show its soUdari ty wi th the cause of Kampuchean independence and the

si9nificant steps have had repercussions on the annual efforts of the General

aMounced that it intended to withdraw 50,000 troops during the course of the year,

aga in made a solution appear difficult.

there was general understanding of the urgent need to put an end to the suffer ing

Meeting, which took place in July, indicated the possibilities of an agreement, as

number of troops and pull them all out in 1990. The first Jakarta Informal

All of those facts a~e relevant to the case of Kall'Puchea. In May, Viet Nam

and that once a political solution had been reached it would reduce the remaining

attempts to change the possibilities into realities have shown up their

a9reement had been reached on the fdeans by which that would be done. Such

decade, the General Assemly has had before it a resolution calling for the

conflict, and we have seen underlying problems come to the surface, which has once

MT/edd

withdrawal of occupation forces and reiterating our support for the right of the

sovereign, peaceful, neu tral and non-aligned Kampu chea , on the bas is of the

Assembly cannot change. In 1988, as in each of the past sessions in the past
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rule for situations such as this when he said that a form of colonial control could

national reconciliation among all Kampucheans, and the non-return to the

universally condenned practices of the recent past.

(Hr. Q1tierrez, Costa Rica)

A/43/PV.43
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interest and knowledge of the subject that they have shown, the ootiring way in

ASFAN countries have shown a true exaq>le of subregional co-operation. The

the great leader of the Kampucheans, Pr inee NorodCII SihMouk. In this matter the

which they have been prepared to explore each and every possibility of .a nec}Otiated

I would not wish to end my sg.tement withoot payf.ng a well-deserved tribute to

peace and harmony would prevail in the liberated country. It is thei:'efore

the Vietnamese. It must centr ibute to the setting up of a regime in which true

the countries members of the Association of South-East Asian Nations (MEAN) and to

this Assembly has insisted that, upon the withdrawal of Vietnamese forces, there

should be an indepandent, sovereign, neutral, peaceful, nm-aligned Kanpuc:hea. As

Almost 20 years ago Jobn F. Kennedy, in his inaugural address, laid down a

Acknowledgement of the progress made recently cCllpels us, however, to address

should seek the creation of an interim administering authority, the prol'lOtion of

we should seek to go into greater detail, and that as the resolution calls for, we

we draw closer to the withdrawal of the occupation forces, it is only natural that.

disappear only to give way to a more iron.fisted tyranny. The international

cOllmitment. The situation in Kampuchea is not a domestic conflict. It arose froll
the invasion of foreign forces which set up an occupation regime. For 10 years

delegation is of the view that a stand must be taken on this matter and that it

a new topic, the future of Kampuchea after the withdrawal of Vietnamese forces. My

cClncern wi th regard to the si tua tion in Kampuchea cannot end wi th the wi thdrawa! of

essential that we be specific, as we have been in the draft resolution submitted.

should be considered an essential part of the international oommunit/'s

HT/edd
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Pr inee Sihanouk has played a central and key role in the struggle for

to independence for Kampuchea without h is leader eh ip.

solution of global problems.

(Mr. Gutierrez, Costa Rica)

A/O/PV.43
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liberation of his country. He has placed himself above internal division and

For the Government of Costa Rica, to follow the position of the ASFAN group is

the logical consequence of its view that the countries directly involved, and those

focussd on national duty. One caMot therefore conceive of the process of a return

KT/eM

there. They can therefore point the way to the rest of the international community
when they act ~ithin the community's principles.

of the surrounding region, have the greatest in-depth knowledge of the situation

settlement, the moral leadership that they have exercised within the AssenOly - all
these factors have proved an influential spur to action for saall and medium-sized
countries, as it makes it possible for them to have a greater impact on the
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social conduct.

prohibiting the use of force or the threat of force in relations between nations.

th. for. of basic norms the guiding principles throuqh which we seek to develop

(Mr. Qlt:ier rez, COS" Rica)

A/43/PV.43
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Any regression in the conduct of nations that in any way involves a return to

It was, indeQd, a long and difficult. road tha-c we had to travel to establish

level of evolution and the capacity for rational thinking of the human race is that

relaU()ns between States. Per haps the pr inciple that most clear ly reveals the

Noble sentiments, the product of the altruistic spirit distilled from the

J\MI28

In joining in sponsoring draft reaolutioo A/43/L.12 the delegation of Costa

Rica continues the support that it gave to past resolutions. we are confident that

and codify this universal law, which is today recognized and supported by all

Mr. DAZA (Chile) (interpretatim from Spanish): The United Nations

if the Assellbly lMintains a Urm posi tion it will enhanee the prestige of our

Organization and lead to the true, effective independence of Kampuchea.

illposition of the law of the strongest and the subjl.igation of the vanquished.

Charter, which is a compendium of the views of the community of man, sets forth in

civilized PeOples. Man has had to undergo IllIch illu'Hering and perhaps it was this
that enabled him to model' ate h is conduct and move towards under standing, avoiding

lIeans of resolving disputes through a balanced response that rejected the

er excluding force as a course of action. Man's aggression has not been unaffected

a 1I000e primitive level of coexistence must be a lIIlItter of concern and be rejected

wisdom of the ages, meant that understanding finally prevailed over violence as a

by this slow process, although it still exists and takes different forms in his

by the organized international community.
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Once aga in we feel it is our duty to come to this Assembly to condemn the

of thia OrgMlizaticn. My country B~ares th~ widely held view that

(Kt. Daza, Chile)

A/43/PV.. 431
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---....-...-,...------......--------

we are faced with the contrast of the tragic situation of the Kanpuchean people g

to achieve a just and lasting peace.

reports that the principal elements of the conflict lIl:Jst be brought together so as

is imperative that the Organ1zaticn come out clearly and strongly in support of
ending the tragedy of Kampuchea. The 5ecretacy-General has indicated in his

we have over the years maintained that Viet NamOs actions must not continue, for it

At a time when the international community sees wi~~ growing optimism progress

The invasion of I_puebea by VietnallftSe troops is a tragic issue of concern to
this Assembly, as it has been fot alllOst a decade nOlll, s!nce the secutity Council

undisputed leader of the Khmer people that puts hiM in a position of such

lasting solution to the {{_puebean prObleil. It is the fLct that he is the

objective has been achieved, there should be free elections under the supervision

The United Nations has frequently stated that all occupVing forces must be

beealle aware of the tragic situation affecting that nation. With the support of

the SOviet Union~ the arllies of Vlet Nail crossed the ICallPUchean border, thus

carrying out an act of batbar ism that ccntinuf.ts to have runy extremely set ious
consequences ..

ccntinuance of this trampling of the ttallpuchean nation. As people who love peace,

who are being crushed and trampled and are suffering every day in a thousand

being made in various crises as the central role of this Org&nization is enhanced,

Prince Norodoll Sihanouk has a funda."tal, central role to play in finding a

JUlI/28

different ways from the arbitrary actions of the invaders.

illportance that he must be a fundamental cClftpanent of the present and future of his

withdrawn from the territory that is illegally occupied. Onee this initial

country ..
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which has been a matter of concer n to us from the outset and on which we have

r eoogn i tion •

We are genuinely pleased to Obs~rve the success achieved in the mediation

(Mt. Daza, Chile)

A/43/PV.43
133-135

Whenever there is an invasion of the territory of any nation in the world,

in a better position t~ assess the alternatives available and the possibilities of

to listen to the proposp,ls of ':..ne countr ies of the region. As we see it, no one is

With regard to the Kampuchean issue, Colomia maintains that it is important

the ASBOciation of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) to be particularly worthy of

implemented and that the invaders will withdraw, thus allowing the Kampuchean

Ka~chea, and we shall do so in every similar case, since freedom and the

talks aimed at ensur ing wi thdrawal of the troops that at present occupy Kampuc::hea.

enshrined in the Charter. For this reason we have always condemed the invasion of

Mr. FE~AIDSA (Colombia) (interpratation from Spanish); Once again

For these reasons last year my country joined in sponsoring a draft resolution

we very much hope, and indeed are convinced, that the agreements reached will be

which have not yet wi thdrawn from the terd tory. 'n>day we find ourselves in a

a solution. Fbr these reasons we consider the efforts of the countries members of

people toO determine their own destiny freely and independJ!ntly.

similar position.

deploring the armed intervention and occupation of Kanpuchea by foreign troops,

self-determination of peoples are fundamental to my country.

cOIImented quite clearly in the past. Our country canplies without any restrictions
or limitations with the basic principles of international law and the norms

JU4/29

Colombia will speak out to reject and condemn that unacceptable situation.

Colombia wishes to sta te its posi tion wi th regard to the Kampuchean si t.ua tion,
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Reaffirmation of those fundamental Pr inciplelJ haa highlighted the political

rega in freedClill, soverel9Ot"i, peace and di90i ty.

A/43/PV~43
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BH/ljb

In this context, we appreciate the valuable assistance extended by the United

(Hr. pefta losa, Cololllbia)

In highlighting ence ~gain the contribution of the United Nations to the

aspect of the situation in Kampu chea. Tile international cemmunity is also

undergCll\e tremendous sufferings and deprivation. We cannot but admire their heroic

painfully aWllre of the human dimension of the problem. The Kaflt)uchean people have

Mr. RANA (Nepal): For nine successive years now, the General Assenttly
bas adopted resolutions seeking a just solution to the problem of Kanpuchea. That

each year by an overwhelming majority.

International Conference on Kampuchea and the General Assembly resolutions adopted

proble. touches upon the fundamental principles\ of the Charter of the uni ted
Nations. It involves the pcinciple of the inadmissibility of the threat or use of
force in inter-State relations. It involves the inalienable right of a people to

issue, we reiterate that 'the occupation must end as a prElrequisite to a viable

defiance of alien domination and their. tenacity in continuing the struggle to

hUllanitar ian needs of the Khmer people. we particular 1y admire the Royal

political and glObal solution to this problem.

affairs Qf States. Those principles have been the basis of the Declaration of the

determine its own future and the principle of non-iL Jrference in the internal

Government of Thailand for the refuge and the assistance provided to thousands of
displaced Kampucheans, despite the financial burden and the political risks.

Nations agencies, Governments and non-governmental organizations to meet the

process of dialogue and the search for an appropr iate solution to the lanplchean
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would lead to an irreversible erosion of the established norms of internatiMal

of civilized. inter-State re1attons. Such interventions can take the form of an

more powerful neighbours.

A/43/PV.U
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the wi thdrawal of foreign forces from Kampuchea condi tional uJ:)on an internal

non-interference in the internal affairs of other States constitute the very fabric

ER/ljb

It was because of those considerations that Napel strMgly supported and

which the security of suller and weaker countries would be at the mercy of their

law. The only result of such a negative developnent woula be global anarchy, in

public opinion. In KalllpUchea we have witnessed a unique combination of both. we

(Mr. Rana, Nepal)

111.11. the elltabUlhaent of durable peace in rc_puebea, 8S in any other

Vietn8Jlese forces of occupation. The continued presence of foreign forces in

country, dependa on sevoral factorD, no one here needs to be re.inded that the

international law gover6ing relations between States.

towards \:he return of norllalcy to rc_puebea must thetefcee be the vi theirawal of t.~e

This has been the consistent position of Nepal since the question of KarIlp1C:bea

General Assellbly vas seized of the probleM of rcMpuchea not because of a civil var
but becauOJe of Viet Naa's invasion in Decelllber 1978. The essenti,sl first step

KaJlpuchea is an insult to the ideals of the united Nations and an affront to

use of force on the !Xetext of improl1ing the record of a neighbou), 1n9 Government it

came before the General Ass8llbly nine years ago. Non-intervention and

but I hope we are wrong - that those elements could give the illlPression of making

co-sponsored the resolutions M Karapuchea over the past several years. We would

can never support what has been ter_d a tutor: ial aggression. If we condmed the

have liked to do the same this year as vell. However, that was not possible

application of brute force (X D cUMing stratagem designed to lIIis1ed international

because of scme new elements introduced into the draft text. My delegation feels -
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solution.

question in the recent past.

KallPUchea and also because we feel encouraged by SOM positive trends on the

A/43/PV.43
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BR/ljb

settlement in Kampucbea. we note with appreciation the ~ontinuing efforts of his

As in many trouble spots around the glebe there is today grNter hope for the

and we also support the initiative of the non-aligned countries.

In this context lIlY delegation wishes to placa on reco~d its appreeiation of

the determination of the secretary-General to facilitate a CCIIprehensive political

Recently there have been some interestin9 and hopefUl developaents. The

With that resErvation, 11' d r - agation 18 in agrH_ent with the prcwislons of

it. we shall do so because of our genuine interest in peace and reconciliation 1n

COIIIIlittee of the International Conference on Ka~uchea in the search for a peacellal

(Mr. i1ana, Nep! 1)

setU.llient. we would like to believe that the changes in the text "Ul not be used
as a justification for foreign intervention and an excus. for continued ~~patiDn

Speci"l Representmtive, Hr. Rafeeuddln Ahmed p and the valuable wcxk of the Ad Roe

draft resolution A/43/L.12, nClllf under co~sideration, and will vote in favour of

wi thdrawal of all foreign forces will lud to national reconciliation under the
leadership of Frince Norodoll Slhanouk and to the esubl1shlll8nt of an lncbpendent,

renewed initiative of the· Association of SOUth-East Asian Nations which led to the

settlement of the lampuchean question. we earnestly hope that the unconditional

of Kampuc:hea. Should that happen, the efforts of the international COIIJIunity and

the .acr ifices of the KallPUcbean people over all these years wUl have been in vain.

sowereign and n~n-aUgn..d K8IIpuebea, a settlement that will pronote peace and
stability throughout SOuth-Eaat AsiQ and the Asi~~~Pacific region.

Jakarta InforJUl Meeting is of particular significa,nce. Nepel welooMs the

high-level talks between China and the Soviet Union on the situation in K_puebea
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encol!raging developments in and around Kampuchea which have imprOl1ed the prospects
for a political solution of the Kampuch~an problem and for peace and stability in

SGuth-East Asia. I have in mind the initiation of a dialogue between the

Kampuchean parties and other concerned countries which promises to bring to an end

the long suffer ings of the Kampuchean people and to restore peace to Kampuchea and

South-East Asia.

The good news came fir st from Fere-en-Tardenois in France, where President of

the Council of "'inisters of the People's Republic of Kampuchea, Hun Sen, and
Prince Sihanoulc, met on 2 to 4 December 1987 and issued a joint col1ll'lunique,

according to which:

"The problem of Kampuchea should be settled politically and by the

Kampuchean people themselves, on the basis of national reconciliation and the

building of a peaceful, independent, democratic, neutral and non-aligned

Kampuchea. "

It was followed by the Jakarta Informal Meeting, with the particip!tion of the

four Kampuchean patties and the countries of South-East Asia, "n 25 to

28 July 1988. As the Chairman of the Jakarta Informal Meeting, the Incr"lesian

Foreign Minister, Mr. Al! Alatas, summarized the discussions at the meeting,

I01A11 the participants agreed on the need to solve the Kampuchean problem

through political means and thereby contribute to the establishment of peace

and stability in Sou!:h-East Asia". (1\/43/493, para. 4)

The significance of the Jakarta Informal Meetinqj consists in identifying the

two key inter linked issues of the Kampuchean problem, namely the withdrawal of

Vietnamese forces to be carried out within the CQ'ltext of an cwerall political
solution and the prevention of the recurrence of policies and practices of the

Khmer Rouge regime, while at th~ same time ensuring the cessation of all foreign
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for regional action".

of the region and the Kampuc:hean parties.

par ties and between the coun tr les of the region. It should be noted that the

(Mr. Noworyta, Poland)
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elements of a political solution of the Kampuchean problem!;>. l\lso~ in Nove!1ber

Kampuchean question and it decided to continue its work at its next meeting "to

Ct:tober 1988. It discussed the conCi:ete issues of the international aspect of the

We highly ~ppreciate the Jakarta understanding, which we view as a valuable

interferance and external arllS supplies to the opposing K&l1lpuchean forces. Thus,
the Jakarta Informal Meeting has laid down the framework for a political solution

proceedings at the Jakarta Infor_l Meeting were based on the understanding and

paragraphs 114 to 116 of the Final Document of the Conference of Foreign Ministers

relating to the maintenance of Internatimal peace and security as are appropriate

We also take note of the support lent to the process of negotiations started

int~~national aspect of the Kampuchean problem should be settled by the countries

concernin,g "regionftl arrangements or agencies for dealing with such matters

modalities derived from the organizational structure and approach of the

regio.,al initiative consistent ~.ith Article 52 of the United Nations Charter

As a follow-up action of the Jakarta Informal Meeting, a WOrking Group of

of Non-Aligned Countries, held in ~icosia on 5 to 9 septenber 1988.

senior officials of participants in the Meating met in Jakarta on 17 to 20

BIS/HtJ

at the Jakarta Informal Meetil1g by the non-aligned countries, as evidenced frOM

problem should be settled by the Kampuchean parties themselves, while the

Ho Chi Minh City ur;de~standing, na1le1y that the internal aspect of the Kampuchean

of the Kampuchean question &~d set in motion negotiations between the Kampuchean

examine" - according to a press statellent issued at Jakarta on 22 October 1988-

the
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25 July 1988.

people.

of the Kampuchean questicn.
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negotiations. Those lIeetings should facilitate the reconciliation of divergent

issue included, which would meet the aspirations of all peoples in that part of the

a. political solution to the existing problems of South-East Asia, the Ka~chean

contributiat to such a solution. Poland will work in the United Nations t.o achieve

legi timate interests of th~ countr ies of the region which should make a

means through political dialogue between concerned parties, taking into account the

We are of the opinion that it ls possible to solve all disputes by peaceful

Poland, for its part, supports all the efforts amed at the political solution

Kampuc:hea of 27 August 1987 Q'l the policy of national reconciliation and its

it ~oted with interest the iraportant Declaration of the People's Republic of

The aeeting rose at 8 p.m.

document A/43/L.12 does not r(tflect the progress achieved and fails to live up to

SOuth-East Asian ClOuntr ies and the KalllPU~ean parties towards a peaceful solution

The United Natione should prollOte and encourage the ongoing process of

the expectations of the international COIIllunlty vested 1n the efforts of the

B16!PLJ

spirit of dialogue and co-operation. Unfo!t~.nately the draft resolution in

dialogue 811Or\g the K.1mpucheu.n par ties and a1'la"ag the co~tr ies of SOU th-East As la

seven-point position on a political solution of the KalllPUchean problem of

views and the conclusion of the peace agreement to the benelfit of the Kampuchean

and thus assist the South-East Asian nations in solving the pending problems in the

wor Id for las ting peace and secur i ty.

of the Kampuchean problem on the basis of national recQ'lciliatiQ'l. In particular,

(Mr. Noworyta, Poland)

Chairtllan Hun Sen and Prince Sihanouk will meet in Paris to continue their
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